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Middle Eastern War Zone

A moment of silence

Persian Gult

SyriaX
Mediterranean
Sea

Source: Cable News Network
Progress grmphic by TERRY SEBASTIAN

Coalition forces
launch offensive
on Iraqi targets
War won't affect university, Funderburk says
By Mike Royer, Tom Marshall
and Joe Castle

Candlelight vigil unites
students in prayer, tears
Many of those assembled sat praying in the
silent candlelight while others would periodically break the silence to say the name of
Monday, the eve of the United Nation's someone they wanted prayer for in Saudi
Jan. 15 deadline for Saddam Hussein to leave Arabia.
Schuler said it is good for others to hear our
Iraq, 100-pIus students gathered in the Meditation Chapel to pray for those involved in prayers and ask people to pray for "people we
love and people we don't love or even people
the Persian Gulf crisis.
we don't know."
The service involved a slide show, candle
Some prayed aloud for boyfriends, friends
lighting and silent and vocal prayer.
or
teachers.
One girl prayed for someone whose
The Rev. Greg Schuler called the vigil last name she
didn't know but knew he was in
an occasion for prayer.
Saudi Arabia.
"This was an occasion for the students
Saddam Hussein, George Bush, Iraqis, Paland the community to gather on the eve of the estinians and Israelis were also among those
day of decision for us to pray," Schuler said. who were mentioned in individuals' prayers.
The mood of the service was somber.
When the service was over, many of the
Many students prayed silently and some cried. students filed out of the chapel in silence, stopA slide show was presented depicting ping to comfort and hug friends who sat in
multiple images of life set to the music of silence with their heads down.
Bette Midler's song "From a Distance."
Schuler said the vigil was people turning to
Jan Engel, a student helping with the God in a time of need.
vigil, said the slide show illustrated happi"When you're facing something you feel
ness, pain, wars, poverty and homelessness. like you can't control, you feel the need for
Following the slide show, each person in God," he said. "We want peace in our world,
attendance held candles which produced the families, campus and cities. We only know to
only light in the chapel.
come to God for prayer."
A silent and vocal prayer session, lasting
One woman's prayer looked for some
approximately IS minutes, began after all good in the whole situation: "I pray for the
candles were lighted.
children so they may see that war is ugly."

By Mike Royer
News editor

Douglas Shuntlch, a university
alumnus from London, England,
prays In silence with his family,
Richard and Annans Shuntlch
(top) at a candlelight vigil haM
In the meditation chapel last
Monday for the troops In Saudi
Arabia.
Candles were IN and haM by all
through much of the service.
Progress photos by JONATHAN ADAMS

It happened.
At 7 p.m. last night Operation Desert
Shield became Operation Desert Storm.
Nineteen hours past the deadline for Iraqi
withdrawal. United Nations coalition forces
launched a massive air strike on targets in
both Iraq and Kuwait, starting the war in the
Gulf.
Soon after the air raid began, White House
Press Secretary Marlin Fitz water gave a brief
statement to the American people saying "
the liberation of Kuwait has begun."
The raid was described as a "massive
allied air strike consisting of hundreds of
allied aircraft," according to Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney.
Fighters targeted military oriented targets including surface to surface (Scud)
missiles, nuclear research facilities, chemical weapons plants, and radar and communication installations, said Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell.
The apparent destruction of the Scud
missiles helped calm war nerves in Israel.
The Israelis feared attack by Iraqi Scuds, but
the Cable News Network reported the danger
to Israel is diminishing.
Israel's being drawn into the war was a
big concern for Israelis and Americans alike.
Along with military installations, the
capital cities of Kuwait City and Baghdad
were bombed.
CNN correspondent Bernard Shaw, who
is in Baghdad, described the attack on
Baghdad as " feeling like we were in the

Crisis touches university community
By Suaan Gayle Reed and
Greg Watts
The face of history took a dramatic turn at 7 p.m. Wednesday when
the first United Nations'air raids rained
bombs down on the Iraqi capital of
Baghdad and university students faced
the grim possibility of a long, drawnout war.
There were many questions that
will have to go unanswered for the
next few weeks until the reports of
^United Nations' auds are in, but one

thing seems certain—students have
suddenly taken a keen interest in the
Middle East.
All over campus, the sound of
televisions broadcasting the details of
the first air strike drew crowds of
students.
Sophomore Marie Burnett sat
alone in the Dupree Hall television
lounge last night listening to the news
that the United S tales had gone to war.
She had been watching the news
since 7 p.m., the hour the country first
heard of the actions taken in the Middle
East *

"I was scared to death," she said.
"I didn't think anything would happen. I was hoping it wouldn't.
I feel really sorry for all the people
with family over there," Burnett said.
"I can imagine how they must feel."
Although Burnett does not really
agree with Bush's decision to go to
war she asked,"What else can he do?
"He couldn't just sit back and
watch, but I kind of wish he did. I just
hope they don't send the troops in,"
she said. "I hope it's all in the air."
"This may be a terrible thing to
say," Burnett said, "but I hope they

kill Saddam.
"I'll be watching the news until it
all goes off. I'm surprised not as many
people arc in here watching," she said.
"A lot of people went downtown and
stuff. I guest they just don't know."
In Palmer Hall, senior Jeff Randolph wa- watching the events unfold
on the lobby television set as well.
"When it happened. I was
stunned," Randolph said. "I guess I
never thought we'd really go to war.
"It needed to be done," he said. "I
See CRISIS. Page A6

middle of hell."
Late last night CNN reported the mission
was "a blowout" with no allied losses, according to reports from CNN quotinq a
Pentagon official.
Forces involved included aircraft from
Britain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the United
States.
There were iK> ground forces involved in
this fust round of conflict. In addition, no
U.S. lives were lost as result of the attack,
CNN said two hours into the conflict.
At 9 p.m. President Bush addressed the
nation concerning action in the Persian Gulf.
Bush defended the military action by
saying "the world could wait no longer" for
an Iraqi pullout of Kuwait.
"This conflict started Aug. 2, when the
dictator of Iraq invaded a small and helpless
neighbor," Bush said. "Kuwait was crushed,
its people brutalized."
'Tonight the battle has been joined,'' he
said.
Bush also reaffirmed his goals for the
resolution of the crisis, saying the Kuwaiti
government would be reinstated and that
Iraq would live in peace with its neighbors.
"Our objectives are clear, Saddam
Hussein's forces will leave Kuwait, the legitimate government of Kuwait will be restored to its rightful place, and Kuwait will
once again be free," Bush said.
Iraqi president Saddam Hussein had different ideas about the outcome of the war
following this initial attack.
"The mother of all battles has started,"
Hussein said.
See FORCES. Page A6
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The Globetrotters will be returning to the university
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The Eastern Progress

"We have the
obligation
to stop
ruthless
President gives explanation
aggression
on policies in Middle East
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
J.S. Newton
Editor
Terry Sebastian
Managing editor
Stephen Lanham
Staff artist
Donna Brockman, Tracey Stewart
Copy editors

Editor's note: President Bush wrote college dren. Your age, most of them. Doing tough duty
newspapers around the country to explain his for something they believe in.
Let me tell you about one of the soldiers over
policy in the Gulf. Although it does not necessar' ily reflect the opinion of The Eastern Progress, there, S.F.C. Terry Hatfield, a young man from
we find it to be an important and telling message Georgia. He sent me a Christmas card. And this
is what he wrote.
from our nation's leadership.
"Mr. President, I just wanted you to know my
If armed men invade a home in this country,
killed those in their way, stole what they wanted soldiers and I are ready to do whatever mission
and then announced the house was now theirs— you decide. Freedom as we know and enjoy has
been taken away
one
no
6
^There's
no
horror
that
could
make
this
a
more
from another
would hesicountry
and
tate about
obvious conflict of good vs. evil. The man who
must
be
restored.
what must
used chemical warfare on his own people — once
Although we are
be done.
separated from
And that
again including children — now oversees public
family, friends,
is why we
hangings
of
dissenters.'
*
loved ones, we
cannot hesiwill do what
tate about
must
be
done
...
We
stand
ready
and waiting.
what must be done halfway around the world: in
God Bless you and the U.S.A."
Kuwait.
Terry understands the moral obligation that
There is much in the modern world that is
subject to doubts or questions — washed in has compelled our extrordinary multi-national
shades of gray. But not the brutal aggression of coalition to make this stand in the Gulf. To look
Saddam Hussein against a peaceful, sovereign this international terrorist straight in the eye and
nation and its people. It's black and white. The say: no concessions. To proclaim for now and
for the future: no compromises. To bear witness
facts are clear. The choice unambiguous.
by our presence to the fact that aggression will
Right vs. wrong
The terror Saddam Hussein has imposed upon not be rewarded.
Terry waits thousands of miles from the
Kuwait violates every principle of human deWhite
House, yet we share the same thoughts.
cency. Listen to what Amnesty International has
documented. "Widespread abuses of human We desperately want peace. But we know that to
rights have been perpetrated by Iraqi forces ... reward aggression would be to end the promise
arbitrary arrest and detention without trial of of our New World Order. To reward aggression
thousands... widespread torture... imposition of would be to destroy the United Nation's promthe death penalty and the cxtraj udicial execution ise as international peacekeeper. To reward agof hundreds of unarmed civilians, including gression would be to condone the acts of those
who would desecrate the promise of human life
children."
Including children. There's no horror that itself.
And we will do none of this. There are times
could make this a more obvious conflict of good
in
life
when we confront values worth fighting
vs. evil. The man who used chemical warfare on
his own people—once again including children for. This is one such time.
Each day that passes means another day for
— now oversees public hangings of dissenters.
And daily his troops commit atrocities against Iraq's forces to dig deeper into their stolen land.
Another day Saddam Hussein can work toward
Kuwaiti citizens.
This brutality has reverberated throughout building his nuclear arsenal and perfecting his
the entire world. If we do not follow the dictates chemical and biological weapons capability.
of our inner moral compass and stand up for Another day of atrocities for Amnesty Internahuman life, then his lawlessness will threaten the tional to document. Another day of international
peace and democracy of the emerging New outlaws, instead of international law.
World Order we now see: this long dreamed-of
I ask you to think about the economic devastation that Saddam Hussein would continue to
vision we've all worked toward for so long.
A year after the joyous dawn of freedom's wreak on the world's emerging democracies if
light in Eastern Europe, a dark evil had de- he were in control of one-fifth of the world's oil
scended in another part of the world. But we reserves. And to reflect on the terrible threat that
have the chance — and we have the obligation a Saddam Hussein armed with weapons of mass
destruction already poses to human life and to
— to stop ruthless aggression.
I have been in war. I have known the terror of the future of all nations.
Together, as an America united against these
combat. And I tell you this with all my heart: I
don't want there to be war ever again. I am deter- horrors, we can, with our coalition partners,
mined to do absolutely everything possible in assure that this aggression is stopped and the
the search for a peaceful resolution to this crisis principles on which this nation and the rest of the
— but only if the peace is genuine, if it rests on civilized world are founded are preserved.
And so let us remember and support Terry
principle, not appeasement.
But while we search for that answer, in the Hatfield, all our fine servicemen and women, as
Gulf young men and women are putting their they stand ready on the frontier of freedom,
own lives on hold in order to stand for peace in willing to do their duty and do it well. They
our world and for the essential value of human deserve our complete and enthusiastic support
life itself. Many are younger than my own chil- — and lasting gratitude.

Staff changes announced at Progress
The Eastern Progress has undergone several changes in recent weeks.
Dr. Ron Wolfe replaces Dr. Elizabeth Fraas who is on sabatical until the
Call.
Terry Sebastian, who last semester
was the news editor at the Progress,

has been promoted to managing editor.
Taking Sebastian's place as news
editor is Mike Royer, who was last
years assistant news editor.
Returning to the Progress after a
short leave of absense is Clint Riley.

Riley returns as this year's assitant
news editor. Riley is a junior journalism major from Delaware and past
Progress sports editor.
Allen Blair will assume the position of features editor. Blair is a senior
journalism major.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
Tim Eastern Prog ress encourages its address and telephone number. Letters
reader* to writ* tartars to the editor on must also include the author's signature.
lopics of interest to the university coss- Carbon copies, photocopies and letters
with ulegjota signatures win not be acmunity.
Letters submitted for publication cepted. Unsigned tetters will not be acshould by typed end double-spaced Tbey cepted.
The Progress mm it* own judgment
should be no longer than 250 words. The
Progress may condense letters ever 350 to determine if a tatter Is libelous or m
words. However, grammar, punctuation poor taste and reserves the right to reject
andspslbng will not be changed or cor- asry letter.
The Progress atao gives readers an
Letssrs should be addrsassd to the QUtKHt^Bff^y If! tTTptTaatW lisUIQQBttfltstJUCMi
uewMjsjjeri
r and must contain the author's tos»taacotasn.c*n*d-Vc«Turs-1

These columns should be in the form
of an editorial or essay. Those interested
in writing a "Your Turn'' column should
contact toe editor before submitting an
article. Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progrem. 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky 40475.
The deadline for submitting a letter
for a specuxuvnistasnou Monday prior
■■£* st esssBBaess]asBsw a* ■s^BssBssa^r^ssBssasve**

Ussen and colurrsMwai be printed in
i with avaflabte apace.
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Nieces show uncle a whole
new meaning of parenting
During Christinas break, it felt
good to relax among the holiday
decorations, music and food.
I was not bothered with trying
to find a place to park on campus,
decoding which classes I had on a
particular Friday or watching my
time to avoid Model students in the
Grill.
While home with mom and pop,
several family members slopped by
to wish us Merry Christmas, and of
course, pick up their presents.
However, two visitors arrived
during my break with the promise
of making it one I would not forget.
Amanda and Khristina Bamett
helped me to look past my break
and look forward to the start of
school. For you see, they are my
nieces, and I have my sister, Tanya,
and brother-in-law, Alan, to thank
for them.
The four members of the Barnett family live in Hazard, so they
do not get to Richmond a lot When
they do, Tanya and Alan usually
leave the girls with mom and dad
while they go to the movies.
Amanda, who just turned 4 last
week, is a motivator. I always hear
mom telling everyone how persistent she is. But it was not until I was
home one night with her and my
father that I came to grips with this
stereotype.
Amanda has two cousins who
live in Hickory Hills, and since she
lives in Hazard, she does not get to
see them often.
This night, she wanted dad to
call them to see if she could go play.
Fair enough.
Dad called but no one answered.
Try telling a 4-year-old girl who is
not satisfied playing Barbies with a
50-year-old man that an unanswered
phone is keeping her from playing
Barbies with someone her age.
She was not impressed with
dad's answer.
"Call again," she told her
grandpa.

Terry
Sebastian

Impassible
I heard dad from the other room
tell her that he would call back in 30
minutes.
Amanda gave no response to
his promise. I heard her skipping
toward the bedroom where I was. I
could hear tier breathing outside my
door. I then realized that skipping
took a lot out of a person.
After cooling down, she pecked
on the door just loud enough to get
recognition.
"What?" I yelled across the
room.
The door opened at a slow pace.
I saw a nose and mouth peek through
the door. With an I'm-about-to dieplease-call look on her face, she
curled up her lip and spoke.
"Uncle Terry. Huh. Will you,
huh? Grandpa won't call again. Will
you, huh, call?"
Luckily, I knew what she was
talking about.
I told her I would call in a few
minutes to give them time to get
home. She said she could live with
that arid ran back through the house.
Within the next five minutes,
she came knocking six more times.
"Is it time yet? I think they are
home," said the now4-year-oldJean
Dixon. "Can we call again?"
Wanting just to finish my book,
I told her I would call in 15 minutes.
"Uncle Terry, I think they are
home," she explained.
I could tell this kid wanted to
play Barbies really bad, so I marked
my place and moved from the bed.
When Amanda saw this, she
darted toward the phone. I dialed
and she held the receiver with both
hands. Noticing the phone was

bigger than she was, I watched her
grit her teeth with every ring.
After at least 20 rings, I removed the phone from her clutches.
I thought she was convinced.
"Let's call back. They could
have just walked in."
For what it was worth, I told her
we would call back later.
I watched her run back through
the house with her arms flapping
against her body waiting for her return.
This is when I heard dad tell her
that he had already tried two times
and that he would try later.
That night I realized Amanda
would probably assume the life of a
politician.
My other niece, Khristina, is
not old enough to know what a
phone is since she just turned 1.
However, she makes up for her
lack of knowledge with her driving
ability.
Every time I approached the
kitchen to obtain holiday nourishment, I was hit by her baby walker.
Khristina had the ability to always
be under my feet or run over one of
them while I was in the kitchen.
Like a lot of baby stunts, it was
cute at first. But once my toes were
numb arid my stomach was still not
full due to the moving obstacle, it
became aggravating.
I stood in the middle of the
kitchen while she was across the
room pulling the fur from our cat.
As long as I was not moving, she
could care less. Once I picked up
the country ham to put in the refrigerator, she jetted across the room to
block my path with a smile.
I got used to both of my nieces'
shortcomings over the holiday
break. Let's face it, they are only
kids. I'm sure I acted the same way.
I just don't think I would be a
good father. My sister makes mothering look so easy. I really doubt if
I could ever obtain the kind of patience my sister displays with kids.
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Perspective

Long awaited bowl games
turn sour as they progress
Was it just me, or were this
year's New Year's Day bowl games
a joke?

Ted Schultz

Miami 46, Texas 3. Michigan
35. Mississippi 3. Clemson 30. Illinois 0.

Get the picture?
It isn't just that the games were
blowouts. It's as if one team had
their lives riding on the outcome
and the other team just showed up
to collect their appearance payoff.
One of the announcers on the
Louisville-Alabama Fiesta Bowl
debacle noted that since Alabama
wasn't in the national title hunt,
while Louisville was try ing to bring
some notoriety as a stranger to the
national spotlight. Louisville would
have more incentive to play.
Alabama's season was the Auburn game. Alabama won. In turn,
they were thrashed by Louisville
34-7.
The same can be said for Nebraska, which lost to title contender
Georgia Tech 45-24 in the Citrus
Bowl. Nebraska's season was the
Oklahoma game. Nebraska lost. It
had no shot at the national title, and
their season was over, for all practical purposes.
So much for blockbuster matchups.
The blowouts, along with the

m

My Turn

fact that three teams can stake legitimate claims to the national championship, brings to nearly every fan's attention the ongoing controversy of
whether the NCAA should implement
a playoff system similar to the NCAA
Basketball Tournament and to every
other collegiate sport
It is time, and more apparent this
year than ever, that a playoff system is
devised. When the national championship is as much of a travesty as it
was this year, something m ust be done.
Three teams winning three different polls? There is no true national
champion.
Is Colorado deserving of the national championship?
Maybe. But the Buffaloes, the Associated Press champions, struggled
to beat Stanford and Missouri, and
didn't prove anything with a sloppy
10-9 win over an equally-bad Notre
Dame team in the Orange Bowl. ■
Georgia Tech, who won the United
Press International poll was probably
more deserving than Colorado. The

Yellow Jackets finished as the nation's only unbeaten team and
played a tougher sc hedule than most
people realize.
And perhaps the most deserving of all is Miami, the New York
Times poll champion, who for the
fifth year in a row had college football's best team.
Florida State could even benefit from a playoff. They won their
last six games, including a 24-17
win over Penn Slate in the Blockbuster Bowl, and for the third
straight year, had the second best
team in the country.
There is only one way to determine which of these teams is deserving of the title "National Champions," and that is on the field.
It doesn't matter that Colorado
was ranked No. 1 going into the
bowls and were victorious. They
did not deserve their ranking and
didn't deserve the more prestigious
AP championship.
So how would Colorado fare if
they had to play the likes of Georgia Tech, Miami and Florida State?
Only a playoff would provide
the answer.
Schultz, a sophomorefrom Covingion. Ohio, is the Progress' assistant sports editor.

People poll
What should the university's response be to the war in Iraq?
"I think the
university should
be supportive of
whatever decision
the government
makes, whether It
confirms war or
peace."

Kim Webb, Irvine, junior,
accounting
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Roger Ard, Somerset, sophomore, computer science

Latlshla Roblnette, Plkevllle,
freshman, undeclared

Steve Osborne, Berea,
junior, political science

"To continue with
normal operations
and to be more
supportive of the
United States'
decision."
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Joe Veeneman, Buckner, senior,
police administration

"E PLURIBUS UNUM

WHEiV
WE AREN'T

JANUARY 21-28, 1991

THERE...

Join in a week of suppotting "E PLURIBUS UNUM.
E PLURIBUS
UNUM,' translated to one composed of many, is the motto tot this .
which is working toward unity through cultural awareness and fellowship
JANUARY 21

bty

Kelll Trimble, Greensburg, senior,
nursing

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
SUPPORTING

Our Crazy World by Stephen Young

STEVEIS/

■PICK UP A

UNITY

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 231
BRACELET

All Day (Office of Minority Affairs, 130 Powell Bldg.)
Sponsor: "E PLURIBUS UNUM" Committee
Wear a "UNITY" Bracelet to show support for
"E PLURIBUS UNUM." The muHKolorad friendship
bracelet (black, brown, rod, white and yaHow) represents the major races ol people

Campus Living by Ian Allman and Doug Rapp
"■*-y*w

■ SIGN YOUR NAME
All Day (Campus Wide)

EASTERN'S

Sponsor: "E PLURIBUS UNUM" Committee
Sign your name to a sandwich beam to show
support lor "E PLURIBUS UNUM. "

Most

MONDAY, JANUARY 21

Co*tmoN

RTIN LUTHER KINO, JR.
COMMEMORATIVE CANDLE LIGHT SERVICE
7 PM (Meditation Chapel)
Sponsor: Office of Minority Affairs
In recognition ol Martin Luther King's Birthday, loin
In a commemorative service for tha campus and tho
community.

THAfffc

TUESDAY, JANUARY 22

a

"I think they should
support the action
taken by the
president. The
worst thing ws
could do Is second
guess his actions.'*

"l guess hold
candlelight
services. Maybe
they should cancel
classes for one
day."

B.M.O.C. by Stephen Lanham
Wte-t marm*
Mcnc x

"l think we should
support the troops.
They definitely
need our support In
this time of need."

"l think classes
should be called off
for the day so
students can go
home to their
families and take
time to think about
what's happening."

Comics
AMP

By Paula Dailey

■CULTURAL DAY ART SHOW
10 AM until 3 PM (Kennamer Room, Powell Bldg.)
Sponsor: Black Student Union and
"E PLURIBUS UNUM" Committee
This exhibit will feature art displayed by Eastern
students. Coma In and browse through tha exhibit.

i

■SPEAKER (TO BE ANNOUNCED)
7:30 PM (Ferrell Room, Combs Bldg.)
Sponsor: Golden Key and
1 PLURIBUS UNUM Committee
Details to be announced.

It's pot lust i lob. It's a career.

■PICK UP A -UNITY- BRACSLST
All day (Powell Bldg.)
Sponsor: "E PLURIBUS UNUM" Committee and
Mortar Board
Wear a "UNITY" bracelet to show support for
EKMIBUSUNUM." The multi-colored friendship
bracelet (black, brown, rod, white and yellow) represents tha major races ol people.

Earn Co-op credit and extra cash by becoming a
member of The Eastern Progress advertising staff. Staff :i|
members gain valuable experience in sales and
composition techniaues as well as an introduction to
the "real life" business world. No experience is
necessary.

apply or for more information, contact
Beth at 622-1872.

■CULTURAL BOOTHS
10 AM until 2 PM (Powell Bldg.)
Sponsor: E PLURIBUS UNUM" Committee
Come and sea the displays of the different culturaa
that exist around us.
■CROSS-CULTURAL MIXER
3 PM and 8 PM (Walnut Hall, Keen Johnson Bldg.)
Sponsor: International Education Office and
Lambda Sigma
Coma and exparlence different cultures at an
Informal reception. Light refreshments w* be

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24
■CULTURAL BOOTHS
10 AM until 2 PM (Powell BMg.)
Sponsor: "E PLURIBUS UNUM" Committee
Come and see the displays of the different cuhuraa
that exist around ua.
■CULTURAL SHOWCASE
7 PM (Model Auditorium)
Sponsor: Black Student Union
Join Eastern students ae they display their unique
talents. Admission Charge $1.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 28 ■■!■■■■
■AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS DISPLAY NIGHT
8 PM (Herndon Lounge, Powell BMg.)
Sponsor: Black Student Union, Gospel Ensemble,
IFC, Minority Greek Council
end Panhellenlc.
This program showcases tha African-American
Organizations on Eastern's campus. Take ad vantage ol tha opportunity to learn more about each
organization.

MONDAY, JANUARY 28
MRU GOSPEL ENSEMBLE
PERFORMS AT HALF-TIME
740 PM (Alumni Coliseum)
Sponsor: Gospel Ensemble
The EKU Gospel Enaambte will perform at half-time
of the man a basketball game vs. Murray State
University. Tha woman begin play at 5:15 p.m.

UNUMr ?iw!^^rr 2?! Z* V? •DOn,or#a b> ,r* 'o»owli>g organizations affiliated wtth the "E PLURIBUS
gy^g^'jASIA, Black Student Unten, EKU Gospel Ensemble, Faculty, Freeman Claw. Golden Ksy,
!?■■■'■?*■*' ■*■■■»» ORPBjPfllAA, LBWSBj Sigma, Minority Ore* Council, The Office of Minority
Affaire, Mortar Board, Panhellenlc, Religious Orgentoattona, RJUL, SAHJ. and EKU Track Team-

TO

Sponsored nationally by Golden Key Nattor^ iHonor Society attd Mortar aV)erd Senior Honw

Kiff**

For more information contact: Office of Minority Affairs, Eastern .
University, Powell Bldg., Room 130, Richmond, KY 40475, (606) 622 3205.
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Combs settles libel suit out of court
By Tom Marshall
Sports editor
Former university Athletic Director Donald G. Combs has reached an
out of court settlement with The
Richmond Register and its parent
company, Thomson Newspaper, Inc.,
in regard to a libel suit filed last year.
The suit was Tiled in Madison
Circuit Court on Aug. 8.1990.
The case stems from a May 16,
1990 story in the Register, which noted
a Donald E. Combs' arrest on May 5
on charges of driving under the influence. The newspaper account said
Combs recorded a blood alcohol level
of. 15 percent and had been detained in
the Madison County Detention Center. That story identified Combs as
athletic director of the university.
The following day, the Register
printed two corrections, noting that
the man involved was Donald E.
Combs and not the former athletic

director. Donald G. Combs.
The case was moved from Madison Circuit Court to the Eastern Division of the United States DistrictCourt
in Lexington on Sept. 7, 1990.
A joint stipulation of dismissal was
granted Dec. 26 to attorneys Robert
Houlihan, Jr. for the Register and
Charles Coy, who represented Combs,
according to court documents.
The amount of the settlement was
not disclosed since the case was settled
out of court
Coy said the settlement was part of
a joint effort by the two parties to solve
the case without going before a court
of law.
"People with good intentions usually tend to work dually," Coy said.
"Any lawyer that's worth a salt tries to
work out a solution to the case. Both
sides were on good faith."
"There wouldn't have been a settlement if there wasn't some desire on
everybody's part," Coy said.
Houlihan said he was pleased with

the outcome of the case but was also
wary of discussion due to the confidentiality among the parties involved.
"We had an agreement of confidentiality," he said. "I'm no' going to
comment on it other than it was settled
voluntarily."
Coy also declined to discuss the
particulars of the case due to the agreement of confidentiality.
The Richmond Register employees were instructed not to discuss the
case due to the pending litigation.
Register publisher Ruth Bryant
declined comment on the settlement.
"I'm not prepared to discuss that at
this time," Bryant said during a brief
telephone interview.
Combs' suit said that the Register
held him up to "public hatred, scorn
and contempt, both in his personal and
professional life."
Combs was out of town and unavailable for comment, according to
Coy.

Student senate opens new year
By Paula Dailey
Contributing writer
Student Association President
Marsha Whatley welcomed back senators Tuesday evening as the first
meeting of the spring semester convened.
Whatley asked senators to consider what students want and what
they want changed when discussing
plans for campus activities and policies.
According to Whatley, a possible
forum could be conducted between
students and Student Association
during the end of February at which
students could ask questions, present
problems or discuss something they
would like to see maintained on campus.
Student rights and responsibilities
committee is planning a candlelight
service for the soldiers in the Middle
East in conjunction with the Residence Hall Association, Black Student Union, Inter Fraternity Council
and Panhellenic. The tentative date

for the service is Jan. 29 at 9 p.m. in the
ravine.
Rena Murphy, student rights chair,
announced there will be a WASP,
Whistle Awareness Safely Program,
presentation on January 29, at 7 p.m.
in the Combs Building in either the
Grise or the Ferrel Room.
The committee for public relations discussed ways to upgrade attendance at basketball games with possible door prizes, theme nights and
banner contests.
Kim Jarboe, public relations chair,
announced Spring Fling will take place
on April 2.
Matt Evans, vice president of
Student Association, said that the
Council on Higher Education is determining whether or not students in state
schools should pay tuition on an hourly
basis, or on a full-or part-time basis as
is the case now at Eastern.
Evans is discussing surveying the
students over (he upcoming month in
order to determine where the students
stand on this situation.
The committee on academic af-

fairs is discussing the possibility of
publishing a list of scholarships available to students which could lead to
students having a better chance of
applying for and receiving scholarships.
Whatley said that at this time there
is no such publication available to
students and that such a publication
would help inform students of scholarships available in their majors.
The Student Association presented
LouAnn Farar and Paula Anderson of
Operation Read with a plaque listing
the 15 campus organizations whocontributed money to Storybook Christmas, an operation to raise money to
buy books for underprivileged children at Christmas time.
Also, guest Kent Owsley of Habitat for Humanity, discussed the program of building and refurbishing
homes for people in need.
There will be an informational
meeting for anyone interested in the
Habitat for Humanity program January 31, at 6 p.m. at the First Baptist
Church in Richmond.

Progress photo by JONATHAN ADAMS
Kevin Texter, a senior management major from Louisville, took the opportunity to read his
newspaper while waiting In the long registration line In the Combs Building Monday.

Students find adding, dropping
classes hard to fit in schedule
Michael Morgan
Staff writer
The university's drop-add period
for full semester classes ended Tuesday after five days of student schedule
changes.
After drop-add, students must
have dean approval in order to add a
full semesterclass and will be charged
a small fee to drop or add a class.
Students still have until March 6 to
withdraw from a full semester class.
Some students find the long lines
during the drop-add period frustrating.
David Homakcr said he had been
waiting in line for about two hours
before getting in the registration office.

We make
Thursdays brighter!

"The line doesn't move fast enough
and it's just a big hassle," he said. "I
think they should stretch the hours."
Another student, Alison Reik, said
she waited in line to add a one-hour
class. Reik said she left the line to go
to class and when she returned it was
just as long.
"I think they need a better system.
They need specific lines for specific
things," Reik said. "People in the longer
lines would lake a longer time and
people who are only going to take a
minute can just get on with it and get
out."
Loreua Leszczynski, administrative assistant of the registration center,
said unfortunately there are no plans
to change the drop-add procedure, but
the office stayed open late on Tuesday
to give every student a chance for a

I

schedule change.
Leszczynski said the office was
open past 4:30 p.m. when other
campus offices were closed.
"We give them every benefit.
When they come in here they cannot
tell us they came earlier and we were
closed," she said.
Leszczynski said one reason the
line moved slowly was because the
center lacked computer operators for
every terminal. She also suggested
one way some students can avoid the
lengthy lines at drop-add is to preregistcr.
Becky Adair, a student worker at
the registration center, said the long
lines keep the center very busy.
"It doesn't stop. Usually when I
would get to work die line was wrapped
around the building," she said.

\

After the Showstopper:

ffi't

McDonalds.

Where the munchies meet their match.

The Eastern Progress.

AN
ADDITIONAL

20%

OFF
ALL PREVIOUSLY!
REDUCED
CLOSE OUTS

The BEST Music and Mines!

EVERY THURSDAY
Your Student ID Will Save You
20% ON ALL SERVICES!

59$ Cheeseburgers
69t Sausage Biscuits
485 Eastern By-Pass FOOOfcw'&g'ff/M
Richmond Plaza

The Styling Salon at JCPenney
624 3501

RICHMOND MALL

24 Hours a day!

1

< 1991 McDonalds Corp

LBCE ^ —

TZL

JUMBO MONSTER

570 HM/92.3 Campus Coble

2 Toppings
HOURS
Sun Wrt
11 jm-1 Wan*
Thuri-Sol

Western Steen
Family

iSTEAKHOVSEi

1094 Barnes Mill Road
Eastern By-Pass off I-75
Richmond

624-1193

Buy a Petite Sirloin Dinner with
Your Choice off Baked Potato or
French Fries, Hot Yeast Rolls
and Honey Butter for

$5.49
And get a second
Petite Sirloin Dinner For

PLUS TAX

plus tax

~j /#%
11 £. price

Umtt c^per^coupon. Good thru Jan.30,1991.
—t—

2 - LITER DRINK &
1 POUND OF CHIPS

624-8600
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City prohibits student parking PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
on streets bordering campus
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. $2 for 10 words.

Enforcement begins in Richmond this week
By J.S.Newton

Editor
Starting this week, all those who
have been parking their cars on bordering campus streets must park elsewhere or (ace the wrath of a cityimposed penalty.
Residentsof Summit, South Third,
South Second, University and Oak
streets, Wellington Court, and Wellington Drive have successfully petitioned to the Richmond City Commission for their streets to be designated
restricted parking areas.
As of this week, these streets will
be off limits to students, who normally try to park off campus to avoid
tickets, parking hassles and long walks
to class.
In recent meetings of the Richmond
City Commission, legislation was
passed that redefines parking on these
bordering streets.
Last fall, residents of Richmond
came to meetingsoftheCity Commission to discuss their parking problems
— problems that were caused by students parking on their streets during
the day.
Late last year, the commission
passed ordinance 90-41 to prohibit
parking on streets that have been petitioned by the residents of those streets
Two other streets, Breck and High,
have yet to restrict their parking, but
parking limitations for those streets
are likely to be approved soon.
"This isn't a student issue. It has
nothing to do with them at all," City
Manager Ed Worley said. "It's a matter
of the volume of traffic on those
street!."

Worley said residents acted almost
unanimously in their decision to petition for restricted parking.
Worley said the majority of cars
parked on the bordering streets have
university parking stickers.
"I'm not allowed to go on to the
university and park everywhere I
want...his the same situation on these
streets," Worley said.
Some of the kinks of the new parking plan have yet to be worked out, according to some city officials, but they
said any problems that might arise
will be dealt with as soon as they come
up.
"This (the parking plan) has really
worked," City Commissioner Bill
Strong said "It has alleviated confusion from the mailman to the resident
who lives in the house."
Although some students might feel
that the Commission was wrong in restricting the parking on Richmond
streets. Strong said that was not the intention of the commission.
"The city isn't trying to do anything against the school," Strong said.
"People in the community are getting
caught and don't have a place to park.
When a kid registers and pays for his
classes and is issued a permit, I really
think that is where he should park,"
Strong said.
Strong said students are an important segment of the community. He
said the parking ordinance is not in
any way directed toward inconveniencing the students.
"Thecity is trying its best to please
everyone... Sometimes somebody gets
short changed. I think the relationship

between the university and the town is
better than it has ever been," Strong
said.
As the ordinance reads, residents
of the city are individuals owning or
renting property in a residential parking permit area. "Preference will be
given to residents of single-family
dwelling units and issued to residents
of multi-family dwelling units on a
first-come basis, provided parking
spaces are available," the ordinance
says.
Residential parking hours will be
from 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Those who violate the
parking law may be fined $25, according to the ordinance.
Persons renting their property can
get parking passes from their landlords, Worley said.
Commissioner Dale Carrier said
he thinks the Richmond City Commission acted responsibly in passing
the new parking ordinance.
"I think if you bought a house and
30 years later you find you can't park
in front of it, that isn't very fair,"
Carrier said. "Hopefully, it is something we can all live with and work
with."
Both Strong and Carrier said they
were swayed by their voting constituents, who tend to be made up more so
of city residents than students.
"Your lifetime residents are here
their whole life," Carrier said. "The
college students are here for just four
years.... This is where you might say
majority rules. These people
(Richmond residents) pay the tax dollars."

Campus
Plasma
Center

2d2 S. Second Street
^

Donate Plasma AtTheCampus Plasma Center
Romance is in the air at.

The RHA
Bridal Show
Wednesday
January 30 ^;
7:30 p.m. IB
Brock Auditorium
Tickets:
$1 in advance
(available thru the RHA office)
$2 at the door

r^u

-

h
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REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
available Irom government Irom $1
without credit check. You repair. Also
tax delinquent foreclosures CALL
(805) 682-7555 EXT H-3284 tor repo
list your area.
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers, motor homes, by FBI, IRS,
DEA. Available your area now. Call
(805) 682-7555 Ext. C-2758. »■

SERVICES
FREE SERVICE: Apartment and
home locating service. Choosing an
apartment can be time consuming
and frustrating. RELAX! Let us do the
work for you. Call 268-1022 Lex.oM800-437-1022
MEN'S CUTS $5 Kim's HairSalon,
112 N. Second St. 623-5505.
Walk-ins welcome

A Bahamas Party Cruise. 6 days
only $279! Jamaica & Florida 6
days $299! Daytona $159!
Panama City $991 Spring Break
Travel 1-800-638-6786.

HELP WANTED
Earn $500-$1500/wk part-time stuffing
envelopes in your home. For free
information,
send a long, selfaddressed,stamped envelope to: P.O.
Box 4645, Dept. P101, Albuquerque
NM 87196.

r~

i'AzrrAz
Richmond's Only Happy Hour With Free Hors d' oeuvres
Now Open For Lunch 11:30 -1:30
Offering Hot Buffet Along With Regular Menu

Wanted enthusiastic individual or
student organization to promote
Spring Break destination for 1991.
Earn COMMISSIONS, FREE TRIPS
and
VALUABLE
WORK
EXPERIENCE. APPLY NOW! call
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICE 1-

wide event! Earn High Commissions
& Free Trips! Call: (800) 826-9100
FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION
IN CANCUN! COLLEGE TOURS.
THE NATIONS LARGEST AND
MOST SUCCESSFUL SPRING
BREAK TOUROPERATOR NEEDS
ENTHUSIASTIC
CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVES. EARN A
FREE TRIP AND CASH. NOTHING
TO BUY - WE
PROVIDE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED. CALL 1 800-395-4896
FOR
MORE
INFORMATION.

FUNDRAISERS

National marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible
hours with earning potential to $2,500
per semester. Must be organized,
hardworking and money motivated.
Call Christine at (800) 592-2121.

Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1,000.00 tor a one-week, oncampus marketing project? You must
be well organized and hard working.
Call Christine at (800) 592-2121.

Spend Spring Break in the sun - on
us! Promote our Spring Break trip on
your campus. Free trips plus
commission. Call tor information 1 800-423-5264

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 In Just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at $5000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1 -800-932-0528 Ext.
50.

GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF Assistant Director, Business
Manager, Health Supervisor, unit
counselors and leaders, waterfront,
rappelling, horseback, nature, arts
and crafts and kitchen staff needed at
Camp Sycamore Hills. Contact
Charlotte S. Palmer, Cumberland
Valley Girl Scout Council. Box 40466,
Nashville. TN37204or615/383-0490.
FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION!
Organize a small group or campus-

MISCELLANEOUS
THE CLASSMATE MANSION - New
Addition, two bedroom townhouses,
appliances , w/d hook-up, pool.
Available April 1st. 624-2727.

FOUND: Patch-work Quilt in the
Housing Office, left during room
changes. Come to Jone3106 toclaim.
Must be able to describe.

DR. MARTIN LUTER KING, JR.
MONDAY, JANUARY 21,1991
7 P.M.
MEDITATION CHAPEL
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
PRESENTATION BY: MR. RONALD SPEARS
JUNIOR POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
COORDINATED THROUGH
THE OFFICE OF MINORITY AFFAIRS

M
PLUS TAX

Your Choice Of:
Hamburger
Big Cookie'Treat

Featuring "Non Chalant"
Thurs., Fit, Sat. $2 Cover Charge
Thurs. 1/2 Price Drink Specials
Fri. Greek letters Gets You In For $1
624-9882
11:00-11:00 Daily
128 W. Main St.
Bar Until 12:00

Carry Out Available

Addressers wanted immediately I No
experience necessary. Excellent pay!
Work at home. Call toll-free: 1-800395-3283.

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
A CANDLELIGHT CHAPEL SERVICE
IN
COMMEMORATION OF
THE BIRTHDAY OF

now In our now location...

$15 For Complete Donation

FOR SALE

V(\wv.\/ '
• i\

$1.99

PLUS TAX

1

» •
•

■

• i

• i
•
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PLUS TAX

Your Choice Of:
Cheeseburger
Cool Twist'" Cone
Kid's Size Soft Drink

Your Choice Of:
Hot Dog ( plain )
Small Fries
3-Pc. Chicken Stix"
Kjd's Size Shake

Haidecr

At participating Hardee's Restaurants
it- 1991 Hardees Food Systems. Inc.

R
C
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FORCES
Continued from Front Page
At approximately 2 a.m. CNN
reported the U.N. coalition forces had
resumed the bombing of Baghdad.
The extent and severity of the latest bombing raid is not known.
Local ties
The evolving war in the Persian
Gulf has special meaning to Mutairi, a
Kuwaiti student studying at the university. His support of the U. S. intervention stands unbending.
"I think it's crazy," he said, while
keeping his eyes tuned to televised
-updates late last night. "Whatever
happened, it was the right thing. They
had no choice."
The events didn't shock the 25year-old business major. He saw it
coming.
"I said it was going to happen," he
said. "I think Saddam Hussein has a
history as a person who's really like
Hitler. He's a person really for himself."
Mutairi's parents left Kuwait about
two weeks after the Iraqi invasion. His
brother serves in the military with the
Saudi forces near the Kuwaiti border
at Hasaralbtin.
He said one cousin was taken prisoner and later released after the invasion. Another cousin, a soldier, remains missing.
His family in Saudi Arabia called
last night to tell him that they were
fine, but he still worries, he said.

CRISIS
Continued from Front Page
just figured it would have taken
longer."
Shawna Downey, sophomore, said
the news leaves a lot for civilians to
wonder and worry about
"When you hear that the United
States has declared war on Iraq, you're
like 'Oh my God, my family, my
friends, what's going to happen,'" she
said. "You read about war in the history books, but now we're wondering
how bad it's going to be for us.
"I really hope the draft isn't reinstated," Downey said. "Because we're
right in that age group and that means
almost everybody we know could get

"It's depressing," he said. "I'm
very frustrated. It's really affected me."
Reports surfacing in the news that
Hussein planned to bomb Israel to
start a Holy War met with disapproval
from Mutairi.
"That's B-S-ing." he said. "Thai's
not even the issue at all. It's not a Holy
War."
Mutairi sees the subject simply.
Either Hussein leaves Kuwait, or he
will be pushed out.

"The good part of it is they achieved
initial surprise," he said.
Events in the Gulf, he said, will
linger on.
"We're in there for at least a couple
of weeks," he said. "At least."

Political view
Glen Rainey, a university professor of political science, saw the invasion with a degree of suspicion, watching the news and questioning what he
saw.
"The Bush administration may
have been hesitant to work with economic sanctions even though they were
apparently working," Rainey said.
Fears by the U. S. that other allied
nations let the embargo fall by the
wayside may have contributed to its
aggressive attitude, he said.
Financial factors played a major
role in the conflict leading to war, he
said. Iraqi desires to control Kuwaiti
oil reserves opened the crisis.
Numerous factors played into the
situation, Rainey said.
"Ethically, this is a very complex
situation," he said. "It puts us in the
position of enforcing borders that were
originally under colonial power."
"Iraq feels they are correcting some
old colonial wrongs," he said.
Rainey was also disappointed in
much of the Gulf media coverage.
"The television media is focusing
on the war as an entertainment and
dramatic medium," he said. "I'm
concerned that the executive branch is
able to gain so much control over the
news not granted by the Constitution."
He found the crisis tough to judge
as a political analyst
"It's very difficult to determine
whether they were doing the right thing
in the heat of the situation," he said.
"The judgments are so hard to make
on the spur of the moment."

"We realize many students have
family and friends in the Gulf region.
If they have the need, I hope they will
call on our special support services
and we'll do what we can to help,"
Funderburk said.

called. I really hope that doesn't happen."
Freshman Robert Cole, a member
of the National Guard, expressed a
sense of duty about going to war.
"I have everything ready for my
paperwork," Cole said. "Now I'm just
waiting.
"No one likes the idea of dying,
the guys in my unit or me. We'll joke
about going, but when we get right
down to it we're very serious about
getting killed. It would have to escalate a lot more for us to get sent.
"I first heard about the attack in
one of my classes. People got kind of
quiet when the report first came on,
but everyone was expecting it so it
wasn't so much tears and emotion as it
was the realization that it finally happened," he said.

Diane French, junior, feels that the
action taken was pretty much a necessity.
"It's almost like a relief that we
know 'yes, we are at war'," she said. "I
think the scariest part right now is that
Iraq hasn't tried to do anything to us
yet."
"I could see it all being over in a
week," French said. "But I also think
going to get worse before it gets better
and I think there's a lot we don't know
about yet."
Travis Rains, a junior, feels that
the action was too long in coming.
"I believe that we waited too long,"
Rains said. "Hussein had way too much
time to dig in and prepare to fight
"It seems like Bush tried everything else and he just had to do it It's
terrible that it had lo come to this."

Freshman Anissa Reed agreed.
"I don't think it should have taken
this long," Reed said. "We should
have gone in a long time ago, done it,
and got our people and my brother
home again."
Senior David Moore made a point
about the suddenness of the attack.
"They say they surprised the
Iraqi's," Moore said. "But even I was
expecting it"
Some people feel that the actions
were taken too quickly against Iraq.
Dwight Hopkins, a freshman from
Crab Orchard, said, "I think what's
happened tonight is like one scene in
a big movie."
"Even thougha lot of governments
in the world support us in the sanctions, that's only one aspect that's
going on," he said.

Experts speak
The air strike didn't surprise Dr.
Cecil Orchard, a university professor
with expertise in Middle Eastern affairs.
"I told my class today that as soon
as it got dark they were going to attack," he said. "I totally expected it."
Orchard earned a doctorate in
Middle Eastern studies from Brandcis
University near Boston. He also spent
six months in Israel several years ago,
he said. He currently serves as a professor of social science.
"They stuck a very narrow definition of how it could be resolved," he
said. 'The more he (Hussein) said, the
more he put himself in a comer."
Orchard supported the Bush decision to invade.

Campus leaders have responded
to the United States going to war by
giving their support to President Bush
and coalition forces, expressing their
hopes for a quick, decisive victory in
the Persian Gulf.
University President Hanly Funderburk said he was concerned about
the incident but gave his support.
"Now that we are engaged in war,
I can only hope and pray it will be short
and successful in accomplishing its
mission," Funderburk said.
According to Funderburk, the
university is prepared in case something like this happens.
"We discussed this thing with our
Administrative Council as late as
yesterday morning. Of course we have
emergency procedures in place for
events that might happen," Funderburk said.
"We hope that we can continue
with the mission we have, educating
young people, and we hope we can
continue with that largely uninterrupted," Funderburk said. "Hopefully,
this thing will only last a short period
of time and no more of our faculty and
students will be called up."
Funderburk expressed his hope that
people who need support during this
time of war will come to the services
provided by the university.

Students, faculty
staff called to serve
in military conflict
By Janeen Miracle

December.
\ "In the first week of December,
we went to dinner because the Army
told her she would be going that
weekend," said Paxson. The Army
did this about eight times, and then
when she finally went, I was ready."
Fauntclla McVay, a student in
the department, was also sent to the
Middle East to fulfill her duties as
part of the 475th M.A.S.H. unit of
the Kentucky National Guard.
She would have graduated in May,
but now she will receive an incomplete.
If war occurs, another factor that
Jarczewski sees as a possibility is
that nurses could be drafted.
"Nurses were drafted in World
War II and this could happen again,"
said Jarczewski.
As for now, the approximate
number of students who have gone
to Saudi Arabia is 25.
"The only students of whom we
are aware are in Saudi Arabia are
those who had to get a refund or
withdrawal ."said Executive Assistant to the President, Dr. Charles
Whitlock. "It's possible there have
been more recent call-ups over the
break."

Staff writer
During the fall 1990 semester,
34 university faculty and students
were sent to Saudi Arabia because
of the Middle East crisis.
Due to the need of medical aid in
Saudi Arabia, the college of allied
health and nursing has been affected
the most
"We just now have been able to
find full-time replacements for two
of the tenured faculty that were
mobilized to Saudi Arabia," said
Patricia Jarczewski, associate professor and chairperson of the nursing associate program.
The week before Thanksgiving,
Rita Paxson, a lieutenant colonel in
the Mobile Army Surgical Hospital
for the 101st Airborne, was sent to
Saudi Arabia along with Beverly
Vance, a major in the unit.
Prior to this assignment, both
Paxson and Vance underwent
chemical and germ warfare training
at Fort Knox. At this time they were
put on alert to go to Saudi Arabia.
Paxson' s son Brent, a university
student, anticipated his mother's
departure for Saudi Arabia in early
"I think it's going to produce a lot
of anti-western animosity among the
Arabs and really intensify their hatred
for Israel because we support Israel
strongly."
Kuwaiti senior Mutairi, watched
the events with great interest
"I believe when the Americans set
a deadline; it wasn't a game," Mutairi
said. "I believe in Allah, God you
know. I hope Saddam knows what's
going on.
"He's got only one choice to withdraw from Kuwait. If he's smart, he'll
grab that choice.
"They tried hard to find a peaceful
solution, they're not the ones who
started the war."

He also has strong convictions in
the power of Allah.
"I believe in Allah's will. I think I
will (get my country back). I'll be glad
to get this thing over with."
Diana Arredondo, a member of
the 810th Convalescent Center out of
Lexington, feels 100 percent certain
her order will come soon to ship out
Arredondo's husband is already
stationed in the Middle East.
"The fear of the unknown is what
scares me more than anything," she
said.
Many students in military could
go to the Gull earlier than
expected.
See related story on Page B-1
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Parking space dispute
proceeds to violence
By Mike Royer
News editor

After Remaley was hit the parties
involved give differing stories.
Lewis claims after he hit Remaley,
both Remaley and Smith knocked him
to the ground and began kicking him
in the head.
Remaley and Smith deny this and
say after Remaley was struck by Lewis,
two other males appeared and began
striking Remaley and Smith, according to the report
Lewis says the two had come to his
defense.
In the report Lewis, Farris, Remaley and Smith all stated Lewis and
Farris were kicking Remaley in the
head while he was lay ing on the ground.
Animosity between the two did
not end when the fight was over.
Four days later Lewis and Remaley
confronted each other again, this time
Lewis filed a criminal complaint
against Remaley for harassment
According to the report Lewis was
threatened by Remaley while he
walked in front of Todd Hall, according to the report
Michael Lewis's fourth degree
assault hearing is scheduled for Jan.
29 and Ryan Farris's is on February
27.
Remaley's harassment hearing is
scheduled for February 13.

Last semester an argument over
possession of a parking space turned
to violence in Ellendale Lot next to
ToddHall.
Michael Lewis and Ryan Farris
were charged with fourth degree assault after a Nov. 29 incident, according to police reports.
According to reports the incident
took place in Ellendale Lot when
Darrell K. S m ith was saving a parking
space by standing in the space waiting
for Todd Remaley to park a vehicle
there.
Lewis entered the lot and attempted
to park in the space S mith was occupying, according to the incident report
Smith says Lewis struck him with
his vehicle. Lewis denies his car struck
Smith.
Lewis exited his vehicle and
began walking toward O' Donne 11 Hall.
While walking toward O'Donncll
Lewis claims Remaley yelled a racial
slur at him. Remaley denies the slur,
according to the report
An argument between the two
began and it came to Mows when Lewis
struck Remaley in the head in what he
said was self-defense, according to the
report

Football players
charges dismissed
Progress staff report
All criminal charges against three
university football players were dismissed in Madison County District
Court yesterday following an hour
and IS minute hearing.
Gregory A. McKee and David
Wilkins each had a fourth-degree
assault charge dropped. Mylcs Hendrick's charge of terroristic threatening was also dismissed.Kisha Cotton, a "university student alleged McKee and Wilkins had
physically assaulted her during a Fight
between the alleged assailants, herself
and her brother Victor Cotton outside
an Aug 31. Omega Psi Phi social event
Cotton also alleged Hendricks had
threatened her life during the incident
However, Madison County Dis-

trict Court Judge John Coy told those
present in the courtroom the evidence
presented on both sides of the case
was equal. This did not allow for him
to pass down a guilty verdict in any of
the three cases, Coy said.
Although eight people, including
all three defendants and the plaintiff,
testified in the case, Victor Cotton, a
integeral part of both sides of the case,
was not present He was on reserve
duty with the military out of state.
The only action taken in the case
was by the university's head football
coach Roy Kidd. Kidd said in September all three players were given a 11
p.m. curfew every night because the
incident occurred at 12:45 am. on a
Thursday. This violated the scheduled curfew for football team members.

Police beat
The following reports have been filed
with the nalverdty's DlvWon of
Public Safety:
Dec 3
John Lonas. Brockton, reported
someone had broken out one of his
apartment windows.

Department investigated and determined
a fire had been started in an ashtray
located in the stairwell. The fire was out
when fire officials arrived. There was no
damage.

DecS:

Dec 4
Melissa Johnson, Brockton, reported a
fire alarm sounding at (he 800 block of
Brockton. The Richmond Fire Department later determined a leaking hot
water valve caused the alarm to sound.
Pearl White. Bumam Hall, reported the
fire alarm sounding at Bumam Hall. No
smoke or fire was detected by the
Richmond Fire Department.
Ernie Dlchlara, Commonwealth Hall,
reported someone had broken into his
car in Commonwealth Parking Lot and
stolen several textbooks and a videotape.

DecS
Mike Smith, Keene Hall, reported
someone had let the air out of a tire on
his vehicle parked in the Keene Hall
Parking Lot
Samuel Holmes, Commonwealth Hall,
reported someone had stolen the battery
from his vehicle parked in Van Hoose
Parking Lot
Dec 6
Christopher T. Fllnn. 19.O'Donnell
Hall, was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence.
Lance E. Muxzey, 22. Topsham, Maine,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Samantha L. Hall, 20, Dayton, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Travis Chadwick Johnson. 20. Keene
Hall, was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Teresa L. Perry. Case Hall, reported
someone had entered her room and
stolen $30 and a bottle of perfume.
Doug Rtdgebach, Keene Hall, reported
the assault of resident Kirk Klrgaa at
Keene Hall. Public Safety, after
interviewing witnesses, found Kevin E.
Roberts. Keene Hall, had hit Kirgan two
to four times in the face. Kirgan suffered
a laceration over his right eye and was
treated and released from Pattie A. Clay
Hospital. Kirgan did not press charges.
Elba Short Dupree Halt reported
someone had severely scratched her car
parked in Commonwealth Parking Lot
Michael D. Roark, London, reported
someone had stolen his checkbook while
he was in the Wallace Building.
Dec 7:
Harry G. Collins, Martin Halt reported
smelling smoke in the north stairwell of
Martin Hall. The Richmond Fire

B & B
AUTOMOTIVE

Clint Jezlerny, Commonwealth Hall,
reported he had been assaulted by three
males in the Commonwealth Parking
Lot Jeziemy identified one of the males
as Tim Lester. 22. O'Donnell Hall. Assistant Public Safety director Wynn
Walker said the other two suspects are
being sought Jeziemy suffered bruises
and a minor laceration. Jeziemy said he
does not plan to file charges.

DR. STEVE MATTINGLY. D.M.D.
Graduate of University of Kentucky
College of Dentistry

624-1011

Computerized Tune-up
& Oil Change
4 Cylinder $34.95
includes:
U to 5 uart8
6 Cylinder $39.95 ! P
<i
°"
8 Cylinder $49.95 ^plug>

Flexible Office Hours:
Evenings and Saturdays
Discover, Visa. Mastercard
accepted
Winners Circle Plaza
Boggs Lane and Eastern By-Pass
(Across from the Richmond Mall)

of his apartment.
Michael F. Bates. Keene Hall, reported
someone had been using his missing
AT AT calling card
Dwayne Rlffe, O'Donnell Hall, reported
someone had broken into his vehicle and
stolen his parking decal. Public Safety
found the molding around the vehicle's
door had been cut to gain access.

Dec 13:
Donnle Mergard. Matrox Hall, repned
someone had stolen his bicycle from the
grass area between MaUox Hall and
O'DonneU Hall.
Allen Lambert Brockton, reported
someone had broken into his vehicle in
Brockton Parking Lot and stolen four
Dec*:
baseball hats.
Scorty Saltsman, Brewer Building,
Stephanie Mlnton, Bumam Hall,
reported someone had stolen a door
reported someone had broken into her
alarm system from the Foster Musk
vehicle in Brockton Parking Lot and
Building.
stole her radar detector.
Gloria J. Lemleux. Bolton Avenue,
James W. Stone. Indianapolis, was
reported a $200 check was taken from
arrested for loitering between Kit Carson
her purse while she was in the Crabbe
Drive and Daniel Boone Drive.
Library.
William L. Howard, 20. Keene Hall,
Shewana Chambers, Tel ford Hall,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
reported a vehicle on Madison Drive was intoxication.
on fire. The Richmond Fire Department
Karen H ugle, Bumam Hall, reported a
investigated and determined the fire was book belonging to her was sold to Unicaused after the vehicle's front brakes
versity Book and Supply. Public Safety
locked up and overhealed.
investigated and had Hugle sign a
Gabriel Anangfac, Brockton, reported a statement that the book definitely
fire at 261 Brockton Apartments. The
belonged to her. Naomi S. Caldwell. 33.
Richmond Fire Department investigated North Estil 1. was charged with theft of
and determined the fire was caused by a property lost mislaid or delivered by
gas leak behind the apartment's stove.
mistake.
The stove had been pulled out by the
Cassandra Grant Brockton, reported
occupants to clean behind A fire erupted Andre D. Scruggs, 24.200 block of E.
when the stove's pilot light ignited the
street had assaulted her at her apartgas. The fire was extingished when fire
ment Charges had already been brought
officials arrived. Minor damage was
against Scruggs. No additional charges
done to a wood cabinet next to the stove. were filed.
A physical plant worker was notified to
repair the damaged gas line.
Dec 14:
Soaja G. Huff. 21, Hindman, was
Dec 10:
arrested and charged with driving under
Richard Byers, Purcell Drive, reported
the influence, failure to illuminate
someone had stolen the licence plate
headlights and disregarding a stop sign.
from his vehicle parked in Beg ley Park
Sara White. Bumam Hall director.
big Lot
reported the Bumam Hall fire alarm had
been activated. The Richmond Fire DeDae 11:
partment was notified
Sheila Holaclaw. Coatee Building.
Michael Lewis, O'Donnell Hall, re
reported someone had stolen the wallet
ported someone had entered his room
from her purse in the Coaass Building.
while he was gone and stolen a ring
Douglas Hall. O'DonneU Hall reported worth $200. Lewis did not know if he
someone had broken out the glass in a
had left the room unsecured.
door of O'Donnell Hall.
Kethry a L. Splinter. Wall ace Building,
reported someone had stolen her jacket
Dee. 12:
and keys from the Powell Building
Leslie A. RudtaUl. Case Hall, reported
Cafeteria.
someone had stolen several items of her
cloth ing from a dryer in the Case Hall
Dec IS:
laundry room.
JaaeH McHodgklns. Brockton, reported
Dehaer Hall, Brockton, reported
the fire alarm in the 700 block of
someone had stolen a radio power
Brockton had been activated. No smoke
booster from his vehicle parked in front or fire was observed by Public Safety
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Dec 17:
Teri S. Young. Dupree Hall, reported
someone had scratched her vehicle
parked in the Alumni Coliseum Parking
Lot
The following reports appearing hi
"Police Beat" have been raaotvaal hj
Madison District Court These followup reports represent only taw decisions In each case.
Brian V. Slut's Nov. 4 charge of alcohol
intoxication was dismissed.
Marlon Richard Foster plead guilty to
a Nov. 11 charge of alcohol intoxication
and was fined $67.30.
Krlsta Darlene Bratcher s Nov. 29
charge of alcohol intoxication was dismissed.
Alexander L. Chadwell II plead gulity
to an amended Nov. 29 charge of auto
theft over $100 and was sentenced to six
months in jail. He was placed on one
year supervised probation after serving
his jail sentence.
Stephen B. Evans pleaded guilty to an
amended Nov. 29 charge of auto theft
over $100 and was sentenced to six
months in jail. He was placed on one
year supervised probation after serving
his jail sentence.
Polly Perkins' Nov. 30 charge of alcohol intoxication was dismissed.
Richard L. Han-boa Jr.'a Nov. 30
charge of alcohol inloxicauon was dismissed.
Robert M. Sowder's Nov. 30 charge of
alcohol inloxicauon was rnsmissed on
the condition he donate $25 to D.A.R.E.
Soaja G. Huff plead guilty to a Dae. 14
charge of driving under the influence
and was fined $407.50.
ChraNopherT.FIma plead guilty to a
Dec. 6 amended charge of driving under
the influence and was fined $40730.
Samaatha U Hal's Dae. 6 charge of
alcohol intoxication was dismissed on
the condition she donate $10 to D.A.R.E.
Travis Chadwick Johnson s Dae. 6
charge of alcohol intoxication was dismissed oa the condition he donate $25 to
DABS,
Shelly J. Fredricks plead guilty IO a
Dec 16 charge of driving under the
influence and was fined $411 JO

SPECIAL

Plan Ahead For Spring Break
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Dec 16:
Lorl Chaklrh, McGregor Hall, reported
someone had entered her open and
unattended room and stolen her wallet
Shelly J. Fredricks, 20. Sullivan Hall,
was arrested and charged with speeding
and driving under the influence.
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officers. The Richmond Fire Department
was not contacted.
Steve Horine, Commonwealth Hall.
reported the tire of his vehicle parked in
Commonwealth Parking Lot had been
slashed
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University mock trial team
reaches national finals
Shana Dean
Staff writer
Although the university's mock
trial team is only three months old, it
has just earned a place in the national
finals held in Des Moines, Iowa.
The team was formed in October
by Klaus Hcberle, professor of government.
The team members are basically
volunteers since he in vited students to
participate.

Although Heberle is excited with
the team's performance at the competition in Louisville, he knows they
will have to improve to do well in
Iowa
"This is my first time in this business, and the first time EKU has had a
team of this kind," Heberle said.
To practice for a competition, the
team members must study prepared
cases consisting of depositions given
by four witnesses on each side of a
dilemma.

Team members must prepare for
both sides since in a competition they
could be asked to be the prosecution
or the defense.
During a competition at Bellarmine College in Louisville, team
member Earl Ray Neal was chosen as
one of the top 10 lawyers.
This team is a great opportunity
for anyone interested in law as a career, and it helps you develop communication skills," Neal said. "I just wish
more people were interested."
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Allen Blair, editor

ROTC students Rick Atchlson,
left, and Steve Megan listen to
Instruction during the Ranger
Challenge competition last fall.

Waiting
Game

"/ like to see a lot of support
tor our troops over there. I
would hate to see public
dissent over it. I've got close
friends that are over there. I
think everybody needs to
keep giving them support."
-Rick Atchlson

Students in military wait for answer
By Allen Blair

unit's call to duty, she was uneasy. Later she
made up her mind.

Features editor
Like many students on campus, Kathy
Smith is waiting.
"I could be going in June," she said." You
never can tell."
Where she could be going is the Persian
Gulf. Once there, she would become a part of
Operation Desert Storm.
Smith is a member of the Army ROTC on
campus and the 475th M.A.S.H. unit out of
Frankfort
Some time ago, her unit was deployed to
the Middle East She was not an officer nor
enlisted and therefore was unable to go with
them.
Coming in May. Smith will receive her
officers' commission. Depending on the war
with Iraq, she could be flying to the Gulf after
graduation.
Other students on campus who involve
themselves with the ROTC. the National Guard
or the Army Reserves are also playing the
waiting game, v ;
Their units could be mobilized at any time
According to Maj. Seford Olsen, assistant
professor of military science, there are no
military students on campus facing a trip to the
Middle East
"Right now, we don't have anybody in the
first two steps (of alert)," he said.
As the result of last night's attack on Iraq,
however, many of those waiting students
could be leaving sooner than they thought
Dealing with that idea of going to war can
be a problem for many.
There are a lot of different ways people
express their feelings about it, Olsen said.
There can be fear of the unknown or anger.
•'It is • very frightening dung when you
receive orders to go into a combat situation,"
he said.
Olsen spent 365 days in combat during the
war with Vietnam.
"Youve also got people who said'Ididn-t
enlist lo go to Saudi Arabia."' he said. "There's
probably as many different feelings as people."
When Smith first found out about her
-■-

"You have to realize it's some thing you've
got to do," she said.
According lo Olsen, other students are
taking it the same way.
They feel if they have lo go, then they will
do the best they can, he said.
But until then, many are just trying to deal
with the possibilityof going. Some deal with it
by preparing their gear and taking care of last
minute business.
Before Smith found out she was not going
with her unit to the Middle East she started
getting things arranged.
She talked to her family, checked on her
insurance and even provided for funeral arrangements.
"We live in a dangerous world," Olsen
said. "What appears to be peace can change
tomorrow. I don't think anybody wants to see
war."
Those who might be going will be going to
a place where people want to kill you, he said.
"It's no longer with blanks and laser
pulses."
And like Smith, those who wait for com bat
need to start dealing with the fact that they may
have to answer the call of duty.
"What you have to do is prepare yourself,"
Olsen said.
They need to get things organized and
make sure things such as financial responsibilities and wills are in order.
There are many that sit in dorm rooms,
apartments or homes and watch the television
coverage of the developments of war in the
Middle East
Moat of them ask themselves every night
'Will I be going to war tomorrow?'
They won't know the answer and must
wait to find out Until then they will cope with
their situation.
If they are called to active duty, Olsen
offered some advice.
"Get your house in order. It's now time to
be the soldier you've practiced to be all these
months."

Progrtu Photo, fey LESLIE YOUNG

WOTCjfcljWH Danny Weaver, left, and James Martin unpack their rucksacks after a 10K march at
last fall a Ranger Challenge competition. Some students may unpack In the Saudi Arabian sand as
soon as June.
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acuity show features diverse media
Lee B. McClellan
ts Editor
It is called the "new" faculty art
dibit, although some of the faculty
vt been here for quite a while.
Nevertheless, (he "new" faculty show
that opened Jan. 14 did give some of
the newer members of the art faculty
; at the university a chanGe to showcase
■ Iflneir work.
Art faculty members Joe Molinaro, Dan Vantreese, Joanne Guilfoil,
Esther Randall and Karen Spears
represented in the show their individual accomplishments in painting, ceramics, photography, sculpture, illustrations and screen prints.
"This show I used as an opportunity to show a little more diversity in
myself," ceramics professor Joe Molinaro said, "more of the private side
of my work."
Molinaro took this opportunity to
experiment with new forms.
• The works such as "Stacked Vessel with Rods" and "Bull Pot #1" are
what Molinaro calls "linear extension
of a form."
"This show got me really excited
about pursuing those pieces," Molinaro said. "I'm used to seeing them on
dirty tables in the ceramics room."
Experimentation was also on the
mind of art faculty member Dan
Vantreese.
"I like to do experimentation with
different media," Vantreese said,
"trying to get beyond preconceived
ideas of what art is supposed to be."
f- Vantreese's photographs such as
"Lily" and "Sweet Dreams" and the
'screen print collage "Unfilled" demonstrate this experimentation.
Vantreese uses everything from a
pencil to auto body spray paint to
create his art.
While experimentation was a
source of inspiration for Molinaro and
Vantreese, Joanne Guilfoil finds the
Stresses and delights of a working
mother as the driving forces behind
her current work.

After spending some time creating art at the University of Oregon and
the University of Kentucky, Guilfoil
lives on a dairy farm in Washington
County, and her experiences with the
life cycle of milk cows struck a chord
of resonance in her when she became
a mother.
"The two paintings were expressions of what it is like to be a mother,"
Guilfoil said. "As an instructor and
mother, I was interested in the whole
life cycle. This is the beginning of
that"
The paintings "Service Vehicle"
and "Working Mother #20" show milk
cows from different perspectives,
derived from a 1" x 1" picture of a
cow. "Service Vehicle" is a shot of a
cow's utters, the nurturing side of a
cow, while "Working Mother #20" is
a picture of a cow's head. These pictures represent the alpha and the omega
of the life cycle.
As Guilfoil's art draws parallels
between a milk cow and a working
mother, Esther Randall's sculpture
draws parallels between classical fig
ures and the warrior instinct of man.
"It is about the different aspects of
masculinity and femininity," Randall
said of her sculpture, "the duality
between the classical figure and the
warrior class."
Such works as 'This Is My
Weapon," a cold cast bronze sculpture of a nude man holding a rifle, and
"Standing Vessel," in which a pregnant woman is holding a knife against
her chest, present her ideas in form.
The show will run until Feb. 1.
The Giles Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
The coming semester will bring
more shows to the Giles Gallery.
Rhonda Smith will present paintings, drawings and prints Feb. 4-22.
The seventh annual high school competition will be in Giles Gallery March
3-29.The EKU student show will be
held April 7-26 and the bachelor of
fine arts candidates show will be May
5-10.
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Form #2" by Joe Molinaro.
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String quartet to play Hensel's work
By Lee B. McClellan
Arts Editor

Photo submitted

The members of the Lexington Philharmonic String Quartet will
be on campus Jan. 23. They are from left: Roberta Guthrle, Brlce
L. Farrar, Daniel Mason, composer Richard Hensel, Earl Thomas
and Ned Farrar.

For the first time in 10 years, the
ears of the university will be lulled by
the gentle nuances of a major professional string quartet.
The Lexington Philharmonic
String Quartet will present a concert
Jan. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the Gifford
Theatre of the Jane Campbell Building.
The concert will be sponsored by
Center Board and the department of
music. The show is free and open to
the public.
Interpretations of •'Quintet in A
Major. K. 581" by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart and "Quartet in D Major, Opus
44. No. 1" by Felix Mendelssohn will
be featured in the show.
The highlight of the evening will
be the first-ever presentation oP'String
Quartet No. 3" by Richard Hensel,
Theory-Composition Coordinator of

the department of music.
"I hadn't written a string quartet in
10 years," Hensel said of the work,
"so I decided to write one."
In addition to being a composer
and teacher, Hensel has won awards,
including the Award of Merit from the
The National Federation of Music
Clubs.
One of the members of the quartet.
Earl Thomas, is principal clarinetist
of the Lexington Philharmonic Orchestra and a member of the department of music.
Thomas' clarinet will be featured
in Mozart's "Quintet in A Major, K.
581."
Thomas has also been principal
clarinetist with the Dallas, Houston
and Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestras.
Along with Thomas' clarinet, the
quartet will feature Daniel Mason and
Brice L. Farrar on violins, Ned Farrar
on viola and Roberta Guthrie on cello.

U"
EKU TOP 10 ALBUMS

1. "Shake Your Money Maker" - Black Crowes
2. "Damn Yankees" - Damn Yankees
3. "To the Extreme" - Vanilla Ice
4. "A Little Alnt Enough" - David Lee Roth
5. "Recycler" - 22 Top
6. "Lifelines (Box Set)" - JIMI HENDRIX
7. "Kill at Will" - ice Cube
8. "Five Man Acoutlcal Jam" - Tesla
9. "Fly Me Courageous" - Drlvln-n-Cryln
10. "Razor's Edge" - AC/DC
Compiled by Jeff Duncan, Recordsmlth
***

\ guide to .irts <Si entertainment
Music
The Lexington Philharmonic under the direction of the direction of
George Zack will perform at 8 p.m. Jan. 18 at the Singletary Center for the
Arts. For more information, call (606) 233-4226 or (606) 257-4929.

Movies have caught the 'rat race' disease
LeeB.
McClellan
Blue Notes
For many college students, the
thought of TV land without MTV is
inconceivable.
I can easily remember a lime without the music video channel, and I can
remember a time when things in the
entertainment industry were different.
MTV is a perfect analogy of how
the attention span of the American

public has become as short as the fuse
on a firecracker. We have the music
channel that features short, three
minuteclips of sex,silliness and praise
of the 80's generation's desire to own
everything.
But MTV itself is not what alarms
me. It is a symptom of a problem in the
entertainment industry itself.
The success of the music channel
has affected the way in which movies
are made.
Modern movies, in the action
adventure genre especially, have become much like the music videos
featured on MTV.
Martin Score esc, in the Nov. 1,
1990 issue of Rolling Stone, said, "The
influence of MTV over the past eight

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS!

The Progress.
Read it!
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Auditions for Kings Island will be held Feb. 2 at the South Recital Hall
at the University of Louisville. Singers are asked to be there from 1-2 p.m.
and dancers, instrumentalists, and specialty acts from 2-3 p.m. For more
information, call (513) 398-5600.

a music video, plots have become
short chunks of fierce thrashing action, followed by a short transitional
scene and more action. Slow, underlying themes that develop over the length
of a film are now gone.
Classic Alms that are subtle in use
of plot, intelligent in their writing and
take time to flesh out their characters
would now be considered "slow" or
"boring." Like fast food patrons or
intravenous drug users, the movie
audience has become desirous of the
quick Fix.
Being old-fashioned, give me real
characters and a gentle plot in my
movies. We all run around in a furious
rat race, so let the movies relieve us of
that tension.

Q

Art

The Galbreath Gallery in Commerce National Plaza, 301 E. Main St. in
Lexington will have an opening reception for Billy Hertz, Brian Jones, and
Suzanne Mitchell from 5-7 p.m. Jan. 18. Hertz will display paintings and
sculpture, Jones will display drawings and monoprints and Mitchell will
show photography. The show will run until Feb. 23.
The opening reception for G.R. N'Namdi will be from 5-7 p.m. Jan. 22,
at the ArtsPlace gallery, 161 N. Mill St. in Lexington. N'Namdi will be
showing a collection of African-American prints. The display will continue
until Feb. 26.
The opening reception of "Two Centuries, Two Cities-American Master
works from Lexington and Louisville" will be from 2-4 p.m. Jan. 20 at the
University of Kentucky art museum. The exhibition will continue until May
12.
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years on movies—maybe the audience attention span is a bit of a problem now. Things have to move faster,
and you can feel that"
Plot and character development
have gone out the window. Movies
now seem to be super charged scene
after scene. Wham, bam and thank
you for paying $5.50 for the show.
Characters have become hollow
glimpses of real people involved in
the super fast-paced plot. The viewer
does not identify with a character's
background or personality; rather the
viewer empathizes with the action the
character must take to reach a means
to an end.
Plots have become so fast paced
that any sense of subtlety is gone. Like
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Week's activities
spotlight cultural
awareness, diversity
By Susan Gayle Reed
Activities editor
E Pluribus Unum, or "One
Composed of Many," is the theme
of a week- long program designed
to help improve cross-cultural
relations on campus.
Kevin Haitery, who came up
1
with the idea of a cultural awareness week, said the program's objective is to "work toward unity
through fellowship and cultural
awareness."
"The essence of unity is the
acceptance of diversity," Hattery
said. "Hopefully, that will be accomplished."
A com mi tec made up of about
25 people, all of different cultures,
united with Hattery in the formation of what they wanted the week
to get across.
"I had a rough idea of what I
wanted to do and the committee
filled in the spots of what to do,"
Hattery said.
The program will run Jan. 21 28.
Some of the events on the
agenda include a commemorative
candle-light service for Martin
Luther King, a cultural day art
show, cross cultural booths and a
mixer, a cultural showcase and an
African American student organizations' display night.
Hattery said that cultural
awareness does not only mean that
of other races and nationalities.
The program provides a setting for all people at the university
from the Asian Association to the
Student Association for the Hearing-Impaired.
Other groups taking part in the
program are the Black Student

Union, Intcrfratcmily Council and
Panhcllenic, the Eastern Gospel
Ensemble, university track team
and the Residence Hall Association.
The program's goal is to allow
all people—students, faculty and
administration— to learn about
the different cultures which coexist at the university.
Hattery said rather than presenting information through seminars and workshops, the program
will use more of a social element
which he feels is more comfortable and allows people to mingle
more freely.
Tuesday, friendship bracelets
called "unity bracelets" will be
given away.
The bracelets are black, white,
brown, yellow and red, representing the major races of people.
Hattery said the program has
already demonstrated the ability to
help improve relations among the
many different cultures at the university.
As members of the committee
met to make the unity bracelets,
the members began to mingle and
socialize and learn more about the
cultures and backgrounds of the
others, Hattery said.
The interaction is incredible,"
he said.
The program has already
gained national attention as both
the national Mortarboard and
Golden Key honorsocieties have
donated toward the week's activities.
"Cultural diversity is an issue
that should be addressed," Hattery
said. "You lead by example. That's
what this committee was designed
to do."

Susan Gayle Reed, editor

Globetrotters dazzle tonight
By Susan Gayle Reed
Activities editor
The familiar sounds of "Sweet
Georgia Brown" will fill McBraycr
Arena tonight as one of the most
famous sports teams in the world, the
Harlem Globetrotters, lake on longtime rivals, the Washington Generals.
The game will be a part of the 65th
anniversary celebration of the team's
existence, which also happens to fall
on the same year as the 100th anniversary of basketball.
With an incredible record of
17380 wins and only 331 losses, the
Globetrotters have played more games
in more cities and countries than any
other team in the world.
This is the second time the legendary team has made its way up and
down the court at the university, the
first time being in 1972.
Dubbed the "Houdinis of the
hardcourt," the Globetrotters are well
known not only for their expertise in
ballhandling, but also their own brand
of humor and antics on the court.
The roster for the game includes
long-time Globetrotter James
"Twiggy" Sanders, team captain Clyde
"The Glide" Austin and female team
member Jolette Law, along with a
host of additional players.
The Globetrotters haven't been
defeated since 1971. but Coach Red
Klotz of the Washington Generals says
this year his team is bent on revenge.
As an addition to the game, both a
faculty member and a member of the
university custodial staff will get to go
up against the Globetrotters for three
minutes on the Washington Generals
team.
Also, in a drawing held earlier
Brad Grant, 8, and Amanda Gayle
Perkins, 11, both of Richmond, were
chosen as Junior Globetrotters and

Photo submitted

The Harlem Globetrotters will appear in McBrayer Arena tonight as a part of their 65th
anniversary tour. The team will take on long-time rivals the Washington Generals at 7:30 p.m.
will get to dress out in Globetrotter
shins and sit on the team's bench.
Along with that prize, the two winners also received six tickets each to
the game.
Four other children whose names
were drawn as second-place winners
received 4 tickets each for the game.
The contest was in conjunction with
the Office of Student Activities and
WMCQ radio station.

Admission to the event is $15 for
floor seats, $ 12 for reserved seats and
$9 for general admission tickets.
Senior citizens and children 12
and under will get a $2 discount on reserved seats and general admission
tickets.
University students will get a $4
discount on reserved seats and general admission tickets.
Tickets for the game are still avail-

able at the Eastern Athletic Ticket
Office in Alumni Coliseum, the Eastem Cashier's Window in Coatcs Administration Building, Pink Cadillac
Car Wash on the Eastern By-Pass and
AllSports in the Richmond Mall.
Tip-off is at 7:30 p.m.
The game is being presented by
the Eastern Cheerleaders. Proceeds
will benefit the cheerleaders and the
Little Colonels Dance Team.
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Free Custom Printed Tumbler
For EachCustom Printed Sweatshirt
Minimum 75 Piece Order

University Centerboard Presents
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FILM SERIES '91
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No Cover 7 to 9
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All Night
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GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATIONS

"PART -HKJH NOON' AND PART 'ROCKY"
"IT'S THE FEEL GOOD MOVIE OF THE YEAR"

Poignant, profound and powerful It's awesome."
- I*I Swan. «mo wcaniNG AMCMICA Aac-rv
■SUPERLATIVE PERFORMANCES.A sensitive, dramatic, often tunny.
perfectly controlled movie. . Hoffman and Cruise act up a storm"
- CN I»«M TUOAV utow'sac-n
"ONE OF THE YEARS BEST. Duslin Hoffman's performance
may stay with you the rest of your life."

Wednesday January 23 7 & 9 PM
Ferrell Room (Combs Bldg.)
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"MURDER, SEX, SUSPENSE,
SURPRISES—SENSATIONAL!"
"GRIPPING!"
"FIRS'!-RATE
THRILLER."
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INNOCENT

Wednesday - January 30 - 7 ft 9 PM
Ferrell Room (Combs Bldg.)
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Wednesday * January 16
7&9PM
Ferrell Room (Combs Bldg.)

"Rocky V"
"Three Men and a Baby"
"Field of Dreams"
"Roadhouae"
"Tumor A Hooch"
"Arachncphobia"
"Dances with Wolves"
Phis many other recent
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Leadership program
offers professional
advice for success
By Susan Gayle Reed
Activities editor

Students interested in learning the best ways to push themselves up the career ladder or in
promoting themselves in other
areas of success will be able to get
it straight from the experts as a
new leadership program unfolds
this semester.
The program, brought to the
university by Troylyn LeForge,
coordinator of student organizations, will bring in guest speakers
twice weekly who will illustrate
areas falling under the umbrella
of leadership.
A committee made up of 17
students has been working since
last semester to decide on the
topics and speakers which they
feel are most beneficial to the
entire student body.
These topics range from public speaking, interviewing, time
and stress management and organization skills to health-related
awareness and cultural diversity.
Two speakers will be presented simultaneously every Tuesday and Wednesday nights in the
Powell Building.
The first of the speakers will
be presented Feb. S and 6.
The program, which has been
in the works since last semester,
was modeled after a similar program originally started at North
Carolina State University.
LeForge brought the idea to
Eastern after hav ing experimented
with it at Clcmson University,

where she served for two years as
Assistant Director of Student
Activities.
"There's no other program
like it on campus,'' said Matt
Evans, a member of the student
committee in charge of the program. "It is something for all students. There are independents,
Greeks, all the people are diverse.
As time goes on, I think more
individuals will become involved," he said.
"The program is a good opportunity to tap into the students'
leadership potential," LeForge
said. "Many times students won't
come out and volunteer their abilities. This program offers them that
opportunity."
Denny Galloway, a member
of the student committee, agreed.
"I suspect that the number of students in all of the organizations on
campus is going to get bigger," he
said. "I hope."
Only the first 40 - 50 students
who sign up may attend each
seminar. Students may sign up at
the office of student activities or at
the door.
There is no cost for any of the
speakers.
Brochures announcing topics,
speakers, dates, times and places
will be distributed throughout the
university, LeForge said. Also,
each program will last about one
to one and a half hours.
"It's very beneficial," Shelly
Hepke, a member of the student
committee said. "It's better than
downtown."

WET CUTS
GUYS $6
GIRLS $9

Upcoming

&&£*:&»****
Today and tonqiht

5 p.m. The $85 entry fee is due for
those interested in participating in the
Richmond Parks and Recreation
Department's spring Cc-Rec Volleyball League which begins Jan. 21.
There will be independent and church
divisions with the independent teams
playing on Mondays and Wednesdays
and the church teams playing on
Mondays. Fees may be paid at the
Recreation Center, 321N. 2nd St. For
information, call 623-8753.
This week

Jan. 19. Carrollton, Ky. Ski Butler is
offering a college discount of 15 percent to university students. Every 20th
student with a university I.D. gets to
ski for free. For information, call I800456-3289.
Jan. 21. 7 p.m. 2675 Regency Rd.,
Lexington. The Bluegrass Learning
Disabilities Association will meet The
speaker will be John Rogers from Operation Read. Babysitting is available.
For information, call 273-6532.
7 p.m. A candlelight chapel service in
commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s birthday will be presented
by the Office of Minority Affairs. A
presentation will be made by Ronald
Spears, a junior political science major.
Jan. 23.8 p.m. -10 p.m. Walnut Hall,
Keen Johnson Building. Lambda
Sigma will sponsor a Cross-Cultural
i.fixer.

Aurora, the university literary magazine, is now accepting manuscripts,
poems or short stories. All submissions should be typed, double-spaced
and submitted to Dr. William Sutton,
English department, by Feb.l. Cash
prizes will be awarded for the best
poem and best story. Publication will
be in the spring.

Greeks at a glance

Jan. 19. Kappa Alpha retreat.
Jan. 22. Alpha Omicron Pi elections.
Delta Zcta elections.
Jan. 23-24. Alpha Omicron Pi spring
rush.

Jan. 26. Alpha Omicron Pi officer
training.
Kappa Alpha Theta Founders
Day.
Lambda Chi Alpha WoodchoppersBall.

The Kentucky Institute for European
Studies will be studying sociology in Jan. 27. Kappa Alpha Theta officer
Florence, Italy next summer. For in- training.
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings will formation, call John Curra at 622be held each Tuesday from 6:30 p.m. 1026 or Jacqueline Spurlock at 622Phi Kappa Tau Super Bowl
to 7:30 p.m. at the United Methodist 2996.
party.
Campus Center. Everyone is welcome.
The Kentucky Institute for European Jan. 29-31. Chi Omega spring rush.
The Richmond Parks and Recreation Studies will also sponsor groups to
Department is providing open gym study business law and French in
Kappa Delta spring rush.
lime for preschool children Thurs- France this summer. For information
days from 9:30 am. until noon. Paren- on the business la w program. call Tom Feb. 1-3. IFC-PAN President's retreat.
tal supervision is required at all times. Schneid at 622-1054. For information
Participants should wear gym shoes on the French program, call Alan
and furnish their own toys or snacks. Bettler at 622-2996 or Jacqueline Feb. 2. Phi Kappa Tau grub dance.
Spurlock.
For information, call 623-8753.
Feb. 3. Alpha Phi Alpha Black History Month program.
Students with 10 or more hours of The Kentucky Institute for European
work study can qualify for R. A. posi- Studies will also sponsor programs to
^
Pleas* send announcetions in Burnam, Clay, Case, Martin study an next summer in Spain or in
"
ments
activities by
(male). Keene, Todd and Palmer Halls. Italy. For information, call Karen Monday priorortocampus
publication to
For information, contact the hall di- Spears at 622-1641 or Charles Activities editor Susan Gayle Reed.
rector or call the Residence Hall Pro- Helmuth at 622-1638
117 Donovan Annex.

(Welcome Back E.K.U.

'Towel Service

(606)623-8110

The university Division of Special
Programs is offering a variety of
community education courses this
semester, ranging from Toddler SelfEsteem classes to a trip to WilIiamsburg, Va. For information and a
brochure call 622-1228.

Jan. 25. Kappa Alpha Convivium.

Announcements

Buy One Rose, Get One Free

•Within Waking Distance from
EKU.
•Owned & Operated by Eastern
students
'Call and ask about our specials!

310 E. Main Street
(Next to Central Liquor)

LAST CHANCE AT THIS PRICE!

Jan. 31.6 p.m. Fellowship Hall, First
Baptist Church, Richmond. A public
meeting will be held to help establish
a Habitat for Humanity organization
in Madison County. Habitat for
Humanity is a Christian organization
which builds homes for the homeless
and those with substandard housing.
For information call Kent Ousley at
623-9202.

The fourth annual search is on for the
Most Beautiful Eyes in Kentucky. A
child and an adult (age 15 and over)
will be selected. To enter, submit any
one photo best displaying the eyes and
a $10 entry fee to the Kentucky Society to Prevent Blindness, 101 W.
Chestnut, Louisville, Ky. 40202. Entries must be postmarked by March 15
and received March 20. Adult winner
receives $ 1,000 and trip to Chicago to
compete in the Most Beautiful Eyes in
America. Child winner receives $500
and photo entered in the national child
category. Grand prizes awarded at
national event. Proceeds benefit the
society's Sight-Saving Programs. For
information, call 1 -800-828-1179.

•SCA Wolff System
*Air Conditioned Rooms

sitvppe
I cinnins
Solon

when you present
your EKU ID.

Jan. 25. 8 p.m. Hcrndon Lounge,
Powell Building. An African American Organizations Display Night will
be held. A panel discussion will be
held at 9 p.m. in the Jaggers Room.
Representatives from all African
American Organizations, the Black
Student Union and the Gospel Ensemble will be on hand to answer
questions. Two answering machines
will be given away and the movies
"Glory" and "House Party" will be
shown. Refreshments will also be
served.

grams Office at 622- 2077.

We Just Love Romance

OK,VIILWG€ HORIST

125 South Third Street
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Bulbs Changed Regularly

• DOWNTOWN NEXT TO BUS STATION

University Book & Supply Inc.

Aveda Hair Care & Skin Make-Up
"Tuesday special for sculptured nails"
$40 regular $10 off on Tuesday

528 Eastern By Pass • Richmond • Kentucky • 40475
Phone (606) 624-0220

Anderson's

10il|
(AmtUiersarg GMcbrutUu

HAIR ON MANE

130 E. Main St. ■WISH 623-2300

What Can Make ACUVUE"
Disposable Contact Lenses
Even Better?
A Free Trial Pair!
We want to open your eyes to
something new in contact lenses...
convenience and comfort!
Convenience because
ACUVUE* Disposable
Contact Lenses never have
to be cleaned You simply
wear them and throw
them away
Comfort because
nothing's as comfortable as a fresh, clean
intact lens.
Come in for an eye exam If
Aid 'VI 'E is right for you, you'll
experience convenience and comfort
with your tree trial pair.
Hie Fin
(jfvtxvxton-J^mt

112

Our Celebration Continues... Today Only!
All Clothing - Sweats - Jackets - T's
Our Store Hours : Monday - Friday
This semester 9:00a.m. - 7:00p.m. 1 in
price
f
Saturday
*
9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
RememberAll Book Returns END -Saturday-Jan. 26th.
Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub;
Ham Sub; Sausage-Sub &
Meatball Sub. each only

Call

Salads

For Fast

Baked Spaghetti
& Garlic Bread

Lg. $4.95

FREE DELIVERY!

Garlic Bread
Liter Drinks 95«

$1.50
Frito-Lay Chips 75<t

Minimum Delivery $4.25

Present This Coupon For

205 1/2 Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky. 40475
623-6643

LARGE 14"
PIZZAS
»

Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
Mon.Tues., Thurs. and Fri.
Wed. and Sat.
9 a.m-5 p.m.
8a.m.-noon
All Major Credit Cards Accepted ^___

$3.30
$3.95
$2.25

Steak Hoagies

623-0300
200 S Second St Richmond. KY

The Contact Lens Center

n •
pr,ce

ONLY

With 1 Topping

•10.95

(Not Valid With Oiher Oilers,

Expires 2-28-91

Present This Coupon For A

ONLY

SMALL 9" PIZZA
With 1 Toppings

Tix Includtc

4.95
T«» Inciuoec

(Not Vahd W.ih Other Offers)

Expires 2-28-91

Piesent This Coupon For A

20 Inch
433 0330

y

/%»-

Party Pizza P 12.95

With 2 Toppings & 2
Liters Of Soft Drink Expires 2-28-91
Present This Coupon For A

PIZZA SUB

SPECIAL

623 0330

QJSJJ

<S - ^

Pizza SUD, Garlic Bread,
& Liter Soft DnnK
N.JI va.« wun Oincr oii.n

ONLY
-_

3*4.95
Expires 2-28-91
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Colonels find success in winning on road
By Ted Schultz
Assistant sports editor

Buttin' heads

Kentucky
contest a
circus in
big tent
The basketball Colonels got a media coup over the holiday break when
they faced off with the University of
Kentucky Wildcats at Rupp Arena in
Lexington.
The last game between the two
was in 1928, which the Wildcats won
35-10 In the days prior to that of legendary coach Adolph Rupp.
Eastern shot a scare into the Wildcats by playing them to within 14
points, losing 74-60.
Colonel freshman John Allen led
the Eastern scoring, netting an impressive 14 points on six of 13 shooting.
Lone senior Aric Sinclair also contributed with his vocal leadership on the
floor.
The game sported a circus atmosphere. It was an affair that Bamum
and Bailey would be proud of.
With only 10 minutes to play, the
Colonels were ahead 48-47, but the
Wildcats went on a nine-point run.
The Wildcats then proceeded to finish
offtheColoneJs.
Like a circus, much of the game's
outcome was predictable, but surprises
popped up to keep the big tent (Rupp
Arena) in a flurry of excitement
The real show came during postgame interviews, where Italian
coaches Rick Pilino and Mike Pollio
put the game into perspective.
"We played the No. 18 team in the
nation to a standstill for 31 minutes,"
Pollio said.
Pollio explained his feelings for
the game. He said he was glad to
travel the 20 miles down 1-75 for the
contest.
He said Rupp would turn over in
his grave if he had seen the game.
Rupp would be simply aghast to see
female assistant coach Bemadette
Locke on the UK bench. Adding to his
fury, he said, would be the sight of
UK playing cross-state schools.
"It gets you away from the Little
Brother attitude (mentioned by former
UK coach Eddie Suiton)," Pollio said.
"If Kentucky gets beat, Kentucky will
still be Kentucky. Eastern will still be
Eastern."
Pollio played the Lexington media
like a ringmaster after the game, talking about the close game without disappointment.
"He's coached against Magic
Johnson, Michael Jordan and Larry
Bird," Pollio said. "I must'vc scared
the hell out of him tonight"
The Lexington media also put Pollio on the spot with a series of questions about some seemingly bad calls.
Pollio first ducked the questions, but
gave in with a couple of quick quips.
It was more stand up. cr, sit down
comedy rather than interview time.
After a lengthy decision on an outof-bounds call the Wildcats were
awarded the ball, while Pollio flipped
a coin in front of the bench.
"When deciding which way, they
must have said, 'Hell, who's giving up
the check? White ball,'" Pollio said.
Pollio outspokenly thanked Pilino
and UK Athletic Director CM. Newton for the opportunity.
It was a good show for Pollio.
Many fans across the state—loyal
big blue fanatics—expected Pollio and
his cronies to be the clowns in this
appearance.
What they got was a surprise. Pollio played his role as ringmaster to the
hilt—replacing Pilino in that capacity
for a few brief moments.
Pilino played the part of lion tamer
that night. The lion kept forging forward, constantly plodding onward,
only to be turned back by the tamer, er
the Cats.
Like in any circus, the big top becomes a fast paced spectacle, full of
colorful people and animals, namely
Eastern's mongoose. Sadly for Pollio,
the mongoose went home early.
Bamum and Bailey would have
been really proud of this circus because it accomplished everything it set
out to do. It entertained those in attendance and it sent everyone home
happy with the night's excitement.
Pollio played the ringmaster to
perfection. Only time will tell if Newton will let him take the show on the
road again.

In the not too distant past, the road has not
been a kind place to the university men's
basketball team.
This season, however, it has been a different story.
The Colonels won two of three Ohio Valley Conference games, all on the road, last
week to improve their record to 9-4.
"Obviously, we'd like to be 3-0, but 2-1 is
certainly acceptable," Coach Mike Pollio said.
"You win two out of every three road games,
you're going to have an outstanding season."
The Colonels finished 3-4 in their seven
road appearances in their last 10 games. They
won all three home games and have a perfect
6-0 mark this season at Alumni Coliseum.
Eastern 84, Tennessee Stale 74
Guards Jamie Ross and Kirk Greathouse
combined for 42 points to lead the Colonels to
an 84-74 win over Tennessee State University
Monday.
"That's a tough place to go play," Pollio
said. "That shows the sign of true character
when they can bounce back like that"
Greathouse scored a career-high 25 points,
while Ross added 17. Derek Reuben came off
the bench to add 13 points.
Tennessee Tech 86, Eastern 68
Tennessee Tech University handed the
Colonels their first conference loss with a 8668 setback Saturday night.
"It's tough on the road," Pollio said. "I
think we lost a little bit of focus. But more
importantly, they played very well and we
didn't."
Aric Sinclair led the Colonels with 18
points..
Eastern 105, Morehead State 54
The Colonels scored the first seven points
of the game and never looked back in routing
arch-rival Morehead State University 105-54
last Tuesday.
"That game was more of a fluke than
anything else," Pollio said. "It was just a case
of everything going well for us and nothing
went well for them. They're a much better
team than that."
Ross and Greathouse led the Colonels
with 20 points apiece. Allen scored 19 points,
while Chris Brown added 15 and Sinclair 13.
Eastern 65, Southern Illinois 61

Progress photo by LESLIE YOUNG

Senior forward Aric Sinclair attempts to drive on University of Kentucky forward John Pelphrey in Eastern's 74-60
loss at Rupp Arena on Dec. 27. Eastern led 48-47 going Into the final 10 minutes of play before succumbing to the
Wildcats, who recently cracked the Associated Press top 10.
The Colonels kicked off the new year with
a 65-61 home victory over Southern Illinois
University Jan. 4.
Four players scored in double figures for
the Colonels, led by Mike Smith, who had 17.
Ross scored 13 points, while Sinclair added 12
and Greathouse 10.
Kentucky 74, Eastern 60
In the highly anticipated matchup between
these two schools, the University of Kentucky
prevailed with a 74-60 win Dec. 27 at Rupp
Arena.
The Colonels gave the Wildcats all they
could handle for 30 minutes. Kentucky led 3531 at half lime, but the Colonels took a one
point lead with just over 10 minutes left in the
game.
Allen led the Colonels with 14 points.

Sports briefs

while Ross added 10. Eastern outrebounded
Kentucky 48-28.
Eastern 80,1 IN< '-Wilmington 64
After leaning by only two at halftime, the
Colonels used a second-half flurry to bury the
University of North Carolina-Wilmington 8064 Dec. 21.
Greathouse scored 21 points to lead five
players in double figures. Ross scored 15,
while Smith added 14, Toi Bell 11 and Allen
10.
Before the students left for the holidays,
the Colonels split four games after winning
their first three.
The Colonels went west Dec. 7-8 to play in
the Cougar Classic at Brigham Young University and came away with a third place finish.
Brigham Young, the tournament's host

Hands On
Expe rJGnCG !

defeated the Colonels 90-86 in the first round.
BYU freshman Shawn Bradley blocked an
NCAA record 14 shots.
The Colonels bounced back to post a come-.
from-behind 70-69 win over George Mason,
University.
,
Mississippi Slate University handed the
Colonels their second loss of the season with
a convincing 88-61 win Dec. 11.
The Colonels defeated Bellarmine College 76-68 Dec. 15 in their final game before
the holiday break.
The 2-1OVC record is good enough for a
second-place lie behind defending champion
Murray Slate University.
The Colonels will return to action Satur-j
day night against Middle Tennessee State*
University.

The Eastern Progress is looking for advertising
representatives. Earn Co-op credit and
commission. No experience necessary. For details
contact Beth at 622-1872.

BASKETBALL: The university men's basketball
team has signed two recruits for the 1991-92 season.
Michael Meeks, a 6-foot-9,195-pound, center from
Ontario, Canada, signed a national letter-of-intent in
November to play for the Colonels.
Meeks has been a provincial all-star for two years
and led his team to the Canadian championship both
years.
Eric Maye, a 6-7 forward from Jeffersontown High
School, also signed with the Colonels in November.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Forward John Allen
was named Ohio Valley Conference Rookie of the
Week for the period of Dec. 13-19.
Allen, a 6-foot 7 freshman from Burkesville, scored
19 points and totaled four rebounds, two assists and
five steals while the Colonels split a pair of games.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Two Lady
Colonels were awarded with Ohio Valley Conference
honors for the week of Dec. 13-19.
Angie Cox, a junior from Somerset, was named coOVC Player of the Week. She scored 34 points and
totaled 16 assists, six steals and five rebounds in
Eastern's two wins.
Shannah Mclntosh, a freshman from MkJdletown,
Ohio, won Rookie of the Week honors. She scored 22
points and grabbed 17 rebounds, including career
highs of 12 points and 12 rebounds in the win over the
University of Louisville.
FOOTBALL: University football coach Roy Kidd
has been named Kodak University Division l-AA
Region 3 Coach of the Year by the American Football
Coaches Association.
Kidd,wno completed his 27th season with a 10-2
record, is the third winningest active coach in America
among Division I and l-AA schools. He has a career
record of 218-79-8.
VOLLEYBALL: Dr. Geri Polvino and Sue
Antkowiak garnered the top two awards when the AllOhio Valley Conference teams were announced last
month.
Polvino won Coach of the Year honors for the eighth
time. She has a career record of 527-308 in her 24
years at Eastern.
Antkowiak, a senior from Louisville, was named OVC
Player of the Year. She ranks in the top 10 in nearly
every statistical category in school history.
Antkowiak was named All-OVC for the third consecutive year. Jennifer James, a junior from York, Pa., also
made the first team.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: University head
basketball coach Mike Pollio, after his team fell to the
University of Kentucky 74-60 Dec. 27.

"We played the No. 18 team in the nation to a
standstill for 31 minutes."

C1990 Hvlwn GkHMtiaDxi. • dnwon o) HmaHnl ■roMCMkng fofpoiUlim

ALUMNI COLISEUM
Thursday, January 17 • 7:30 PM
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
EKU Athletic Ticket Office (Alumni Coliseum), EKU Cashier's Window (Coates Administration Bidg.), Pink Cadillac Car Wash (Eastern By-Pass), & AllSports (Richmond Mall)
p Admission: Floor Seats, $15; Reserved Seats, $12*; Gen. Admission, $9*-|
'Senior citizens and children 12 and under get a $2 discount on reserved seats and
general admission seats, EKU students get a $4 discount on reserved seats and
general admission tickets.
For further information call 622-3855. Presented by EKU
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Brown ready after year layoff
Former Arizona high school star finds niche at Eastern
By Ted Schultz
Assistant sports editor
Foraycarandahalf, Adrian Brown
played in his hometown.
Now, he is playing in his home
away from home- 2,000 miles away.
After coming up dry in the desert.
Brown has come to Kentucky to find
the right place to play basketball.
After being named "All-State"
twice and earning "Player of the Year"
honors in the state of Arizona, the 6foot-1 Phoenix native acccptedascholarship to play for Arizona State University in nearby Tempe. He played in
20 games as a freshman, while starting six.
But then Brown's playing time
ceased the next season after Bill Freider, who coached the University of
Michigan team that won the National
Championship the year before, took
over the ASU program and implemented a new system. He did not play
in a game, and before losing his eligibility, decided to transfer to Eastern.
Brown said he was recruited out
of high school by Eastern Assistant
Coach John Ferguson. He made the
move not only for more playing time
on the basketball court, but for academics as well.
"I think it was a good move," said
Brown, a broadcasting major. "It's a
smaller school. You can focus on
academics a little bit more here."
Brown was forced to sit out a year
after the transfer. He started practicing with the team last January but
blew out his knee the first week. He
said he lost some of his quickness, but
is gaining it back as the season goes on
"It was kind of rough on me," he
said. "It was probably one of the worst
things I've been through, being away
from home and going through an injury like this, having surgery and not

being able to walk for a while. I had
never had an injury that kept me out
like this."
Brown resumed practicing in
October, but wasn't eligible to play
until the Dec. 21 game against the
University of North CarolinaWilmington. He has played sparingly
in four of the five games since.
"Right now, my role is just to
contribute whenever I can, whenever
I get the opportunity," he said. "I'm
still a little behind and the players on
the team are playing well. This year, I
just want to contribute the best I can."
Even if Brown doesn't contribute
on the court, he still does his part to
help the program. He has used his talents the broadcasting field to do "player
profiles' for "The Mike Pollio Show."
"I like my major a lot," he said.
"When I got here, caoch Pollio asked
me what my major was and when he
found out, he wanted to know if I
could do player interviews."
Brown said he would like to work
in the television field after graduation.
Brown said he likes playing for
the Colonels more than he did for
ASU.
"We're more of a team here," he
said. "The team I played with there
didn't play much as a team. The guys
here get along pretty well and play
well together."
Since becoming eligible. Brown
has played in five games, averaging
about four minutes in each. He has
scored seven points on 3-5 shooting
from the field, including 1-1 from
three-point range.
Brown, who will have two more
years of eligibility remaining after this
season, said he hopes to make more of
a contribution the next two years.
"I plan to make more of an impact," he said. "I'm just contributing
whenever I can this year. But next
year, I plan to do more."

NCAA convention
changes face of
athletic programs
By Tom Marshall
Sports editor

Progress photo by JONATHAN ADAMS

Adrian Brown, a sophomore guard on the men's basketball team,
has conducted Interviews tor "player prof lies" for "The Mike Poll to
Show." The broadcasting major started his college career at
Arizona State before transferring to Eastern last winter.

The recent convention of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association held Jan. 7-11 in Nashville
brought a scries of dramatic changes
in athletics on the collegiate level.
These changes will affect the
university but not to the severe
degree that athletic administrators
expected. Many expected the convention to adversely affect Eastern
and Morehead State University on
the financial side.
Acting Athletic Director Robert
Baugh didn't find that to be the
case when he attended the convention along with assistant Martha
Mullins and university President
Hanly Funderburk.
"I can't speak for Morehead,
but I actually think the convention
doesn't cost us at all financially,''
Baugh said.
Baugh said he feared the possible effects of the convention
because he expected the delegates
to adopt indoor and outdoor track
as one sport. That would have forced
the university to bring in another
sport, costing the university extra
money, he said.
That didn't happen, and Baugh
came away pleased with the developments. Among the items drawing Baugh's approval was the adoption of a program that allows a 20hour practice week for athletes in
their respective sports.
The policy met with resounding approval after a 299-28 vote oa
the Division I level and a 166-24
margin in Division II.
"Overall it was a good move,"

Baugh said. 'It will take a lot of
self- enforcement."
The move also met with
Mullins' approval, although she
mentioned concerns with the administradon needed » make it work.
"That requires us to keep some
data on how the time is being spent,"
Mullins said.
Baugh said he favored the move
because it gives students more time
for studying and other activities.
"There's only so many hours in
the week for a student," Baugh said
"There's not a lot of tune for socialization left."
The NCAA also accepted measures which will reduce the number
of scholarships available in a number of sports.
Baugh and Mullins said they
foresee the move as a positive one.
"We won't be hurt very hard,"
Baugh said. "We will lose a few in
football."
Football scholarships at the university will be cut from 68 to 63.
Basketball will be left without one
scholarship, cutting from 14 to 13.
"The competition should stay
good because all the teams have
been cut," Baugh said. "From an
athletic standpoint it's not going to
hurt us."
Currently basketball teams can
play 28 games and the proposal
before the delegates would have
reduced the number to 25. The
delegates finally deckled to reduce
the number by one
"That's not all that significant,"
Mullins said.
"AH of us in the OVC. in general, were interested in voting for
any cost cutting efforts," Mullins

Your Campus

iSUBfJJJW*
Has Extended Their
Delivery Hours For You

Delivery Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10:30 a.m. till 11:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:30 a.m. till 2:00 a.m.
Store Hours:
Mon. - Sat. 10:30 a.m. till 1:00 a.m
Sun. 11 .-00 a.m. till 11:00 p.m.
No Delivery On Sunday

Corner of 2nd and Water

624-9241

EKU Students!
For Starters, Stop At

And Ring In the New —
With AT&TACUS Service!
With ACUS Service, you%ll enjoy
all these benefits from the
It's time to ring out the old convenience of your roomways you place calls from
■ No Sign-Up Fees
campus.
■ Personal Security-Codes
Stop wasting money on
■ Individual Bills
costly operator assisted,
credit card and pay phone ■ 24 Hour Customer
Service through "SAM,"
calls.
Student A ccount
Manager,
King in the new with AT&T
800 445-6063
ACUS Service/
Campus Residents:

On The By-Pass!
Two farm-fresh eggs,
any style, with hashbrowns,
toast & jelly, and your choice
of bacon or sausage.
anytime; $ i
only

2.80

()|H!i (> a.m. - 11 p.m. Sim. thru Thurv

NOW OPFN 24 HOURS
EiVLRY FRI. & SAT.

Jefttyjr,

®

FAMILY RESTAURANT
Richmond 623-1706
f \ I K.A-I MI NDU FA( I S \] NO LXTRACHARCii;!

And, if you sign-up by January 31, you'll receive
a $3 Free Calling Certificate. Call 800 445-6063 today!

ANT

The right choice.
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Lady Colonels find
Mahaffey named Academic All-American
going rough on road By Ted Schultz
Assistant sports editor

By Ted Schultz
Assistant sports editor

After a 5-3 start, the university
women's basketball team has fallen
on hard times.
The Lady Colonels have lost four
consecutive road games since upsetting the University of Louisville 7168 Dec. IS.
"We played very consistent against
Louisville," Coach Larry Inman said.
"But since then, we've been too inconsistent. We're not getting the consistent play that we need."
The Lady Colonels now stand 5-7
overall and 0-3 in the Ohio Valley
Conference. They lost three conference games last week, all on the road.
Tenneasee State 80, Eastern 72
The Lady Colonels trailed by only
two with 14 minutes left in the game,
but fell to host Tennessee State University 80-72 Monday.
"We were very inconsistent as a
team, both offensively and defensively,'* Inman said. "We're not playing with the intensity that we need to
play with for 40 minutes."
Angie Cox led the Lady Colonels
with 20 points. Jaree Goodin scored
17 while Kenny Cowan added 16.
Tennessee Tech 75, Eastern 55
Tennessee Tech University, one
of the top 20 teams in the country.

handed the Lady Colonels a 75-55
setback Saturday evening.
"We played harder, but we still
lacked the consistency," Inman said.
"We missed too many shots and we
made too many floor mistakes. Our
assist to turnover ratio isn't what it
should be and we're not creating
enough turnovers with our defense."
Goodin led the Colonels with 16
points while Cox scored 14. Shannah
Mclntosh grabbed 11 rebounds.
rvf orehead State 84, Eastern 83
The Lady Colonels lost a ninepoint halftime lead and dropped their
conference opener to Morehead State
University 84-83 last Wednesday.
"We should have beaten Morehead," Inman said "We suffered from
the same type of thing that has been
our demise in the games that we've
lost-no defense, inconsistent offense,
turnovers and a lack of total intensity
for 40 minutes."
Cowan led the Colonels with 32
points. Cheryl Jones scored 13 while
Goodin added 10.
Dayton ^Eastern 75
The University of Dayton overcame a nine-point second-half deficit
to post a 84-75 Jan. 5.
Goodin and Cox led the Colonels
with 20 points apiece. Jones added 11.
The Lady Colonels will play
Middle Tennessee State University
Saturday at Alumni Coliseum.

Danielle Mahaffey has accomplished something no other volleyball player in school history has done.
She is an Academic All-American.
Mahaffey has been named to the
1990-91 GTE Academic All-America team, which was voted on by the
College Sports Information Directors of America.
Mahaffey, a junior from Mishawaka, Ind., was named to the Region
IV first team and made third-team
All-America.
A chemistry and pre-medicine
major, Mahaffey maintains a 3.93
grade point average. She said she
has always placed academics as her
top priority.
"Academics have always come
first to me," she said. "Volleyball is
important, but it's not going to get
me a job someday. I think I've always placed emphasis on my academic standing over anything else."
Mahaffey, who was nominated
for the award by the university, has
garnered several awards while at
Eastern.
Mahaffey has been on the
Dean's List, the Ohio Valley Conference Commissioners Honor Roll
and has been a Colon Ic Sc holar every
semester. She has also earned a
Presedential Scholar, a Medal of
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Volleyball player Danielle Mahaffey's skill* In the classroom have payed off with her being
named first-team Region IV and third-team Academic All-America.
Honor, and had the highest GPA of
Her totals for the 1990 season Eastern, where she plans to pursue
any female athlete at the university include 100 kills, 53 digs, 26 blocks a career in medicine.
one semester.
and 19 service aces. She recorded
Becky Klein, also a junior from
On the volleyball court, Mahaf- career totals of 220 kills, 260 digs, 54 Mishawaka, Ind, earned secondfey played in 70 games last season, bolcks and 55 service aces.
team Region IV honors. She mainMahaffey said she plans to attend tains a 3.71 GPA while majoring in
starting 35. The 5-foot-11 middle hitter earned two letters as a Colonel. medical school after graduating from forensic science.
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